Wales V New Zealand 1997

Kick Off and Restarts

First Half
0.00

NZKO

6.30

VVKOR

8.57
VVKOR
21.49 VVKOR

33.08 VVKOR

35.21 vroo22

Robin Brooke kncoks on attempting to catch ball between NT and
MV
Not shown - kicked to forwards going right, NZ5 taken out in air,
penalty conceded
Right to forwards - NT up contesting NZ5 catch
Conventional left to forwards, MV and NT arrive and jump high
for ball with NZ5. MV gets hand to ban, knocking it back W side,'
RA catches tap.
Conventional left to forwards. Good kick 13 ahead which allows
MV and GL to jump with NZ5 & NZ4 causing a loose tap back
High left, 5m onto forwards, MV gets ahead of ball, GL gees up
with NZ4, both miss ball which hits CL on shoulder and bounces
back W side, BW picks up loose ban.

Second Half
0.00
6.38

VVKO
VVKOR

21.51

VVKOR

24.48 NZKOR

Surprise ko left to GT with forwards stood right hand side.
Conventional kick to forwards going left, 20m chead gives NZ5
easy catch
Conventional kick left to forwards 20m ahead. MV gets a hand to
NZ5 has he attempts to catch ball. GL catches loose tap and drives
forward.
Knocked forward by SW attempting to catch ball - POSSESSION
ERROR

Wales v New Zealand 1997

Lincouts
FErst Half
7.18
9.35

NZLO
NZLO

11.44 BWAIV
14.01 BWAIV
15.26 BW/GL
20.01 BW/GL

22.42 BW/GL

27.48 BW/GL
28.27 BWINT
34.20 NZLO
39.59 BWAIV

NT contests unsupported at 6, NZ6 taps back to NZ5
5man, ball thrown to IJ at 3, DY directly against him, uncontested
- MV at 4 and GL at 2
Two handed catch and delivery coming forward at 47 (3+4).
Quick ball off top
Two handed catch going back at 47 (3+4), hold and drive.
Two handed catch back at 2/7 (3+4). Hold and secure.
Going back at 2/7 (3+4), GL gets two hands to ball and can only
deflect it on W side, RA catches ban and drives forward and down
Forward at 27(3+4) , fails to catch ball cleanly, getting a hand on
it. NZ4 jumping behind manages to tap GL's deflection back on
NZ side.
Two handed catch and defivery going back at 2/4. Quick ban off
top to RH.
Two handed catch and delivery straight up at 6/7. Quick ball off
top to RH.
Not shown - NZ backs attack with ball
Two handed catch going forward at 4/7(3+4) . Hold and drive. Lo
maul taken forward then spun infield and down for ruck ball

Second Half
0.51

BW/GL

1.17

NZLO

1.49

NZLO

2.34

BW/GL

3.3n

FINNIN

12.21 BWAIV

13.18 BW/GL
15.45 NZLO
26.15 NZLO

28.14 JH/GL
30.43 NZLO
31.26 NZLO
37.06 NZLO
37.54 JH/GL

39.19 NZLO

40.42 NZLO

Two handed catch and deHvery going back at 2/4. Quick ball off
top to RH.
NT concedes penalty driving into NZ6 whilst he is jumping at 6 in
the lo.
GL, MV and CL stand against a moving 3 man lo.
Gets left hand to ball going back at 27 (3+4). Deflects ban W side,
RA kncoks on trying to collect deflection. GL interfered with by
NZ5 pulling at him with left arm.
One handed tap straight to RII going back at 4/7 (3+4).
Two handed catch going back at 4/7 (3+4). Ball held, CL goes into
to secure - NZ8 rips ball away from CL"V POSSESSION
EREOR
Two handed catch and hold going back at 2/7 (3+4). GL goes to
ground for ball to reach RII cleanly.
No defence and no drive then NZ win ball. Won at 4 by IJ. NZ
drive W back.
No defence - NZ operate tap and peel
Two directed tap going back at 2/4. Quick ball off top for RII
GL lifted at 2 and gets a hand close to U.
Not straight
No defence - NZ win off top lo ball at 4 - U.
Throw meant for GL going back at 2/4. IJ lifted and walked back
taps ban back in front of GL
No defence offered - NZ catch at 3 and drive forward ?
MV jumps against IJ without support.

Wales v New Zealand 1997

Scmm

First Half
0.37

WSCR

1.11

WSCR

2.24

NZSCR

3.51

WSCR

NZ eventually go down after standing for a long peried, CL gees
back initiauy after hit then whole pack gees back 2m then steadies,
WE asks for ball in. After ball in W walk scmm forward, CL takes
his side up and the scrum wheels up on CL's side.
Takes half a metre step back after hit and steadies. Front rows
collapse after ball in
Hit and stays steady, ball in quickly after hit, DY's side comes back
lm, front rows collapse
Hit not shown, scnim straight and steady on ban in and remains so
until RH gets ball away at 3.56 (5 sees)

10.08 NZSCR

10.42 WSCR
16.48 NZSCR

17.14 NZSCR

17.25 NZSCR

18.04 NZSCR

18.50 NZSCR

25.10 WSCR

26.33 WSCR

26.54 WSCR
29.34 NZSCR

Good low hit, scrum moves back slightly then forward. After ban
crabs left, NZ9 under pressure at base of scnrm
Hit not shown - scrum straight and solid, front row low with CL in
particular his left elbow inches off the ground
Hit not shown. After ball in CL gees low with NZ3, NZ2 head
comes out of scrum. Whole front collapses, WE blows for
rescrum.
Hit and hold ground. Ball channelled back W side, WE gestures
that a hand was used to get it back, he gives NZ another scrum.
Hit and NZ3 angles in on BW. After ball in CL drives into side of
NZ3, taking him across field, scnrm collapses on NZIDY side.
WE gives FK against W front row for collapsing, NZ opt for
another scrum
Hit and NZ3 gets inside CL angling on BW. After ball in no Welsh
drive, NZ dip and attempt second drive, W scnrm holds ground,
NZ3 goes to ground with CL.
Hit and DY's side moves back lm. After ball in Nzl steps up
another lm wheeling scnrm up on his side. NZ back row close to
NZ backs, ball delivered to backs going left.
Unsteady after hit, waked back 2m. After ball in W scrum crabs
right and backwards. Due to NZ pressure driving forward control
of ball is lost and it shoots through to NZ side
Hit not shown. After ball in DY's side comes back quickly, the W
scrum turning around CL who steps up. WE blows for rescrum.
Hit not shown. CL steps up 2m after ball in. Ban channelled
quickly to NT's feet.
Hit not shown. CL's side moves up after ball in. W scrum wheels
up on CL to 90 degrees. NZ scrum aattempts to stay straight and
starts moving forward away from the NZ goal line. W front row
stands up and breaks away from NZ front row disengaging the W
pack. NZ scrum continues to walk forward with just RA
contesting. Rest of W pack moves to contest the NZ controlled
march, stopping the moving ruck just short of the NZ22m line.

36.34 NZSCR

38.05 WSCR

40.43 NZSCR

Hit and CL goes low, DY's side gees back on the hit. After ball in
Nzl moves another metre wheeling scnrm back on DY's side. NZ
go to their right, where they put the W back row from the wheel.
Unsteady after hit, dips and moves back slightly. After ball in DY's
side gees down, ball back to NTs feet quickly
Ball in straight after hit. DY's side goes back, CL angles in on
NZ3.

Second Half
0.27

NZSCR

7.35

WSCR

8.10

WSCR

9.16

WSCR

11.10 NZSCR

14.16 WSCR

18.39 NZSCR
19.00 NZSCR
20.29 NZSCR

22.32 WSCR

25.06 NZSCR
29.19 NZSCR
29.50 WSCR

32.00 SCR
33.30 WSCR

35.30 NZSCR

36.28 WSCR
38.25 NZSCR

Remains straight and steady after hit. DY's side low, CL bacl
sH8htly after ball in.
CL's side moves up lm after hit. WE calls for disengagement. W
hit back collectively 2m. CL's side collapses after ball in. Ball
stuck bewleen front and second rows.
Hit and W back slightly. CL moves up after ball in. Ball
channeued quickly to NT who picks up and passes to RH.
DY's side up after hit. Ball back quickly to NT in charmel 1. DY
moves lm.
Hit and little movement. Ban in quicly after hit, Nzl puts arm
down.
Couectively move back after hit - 1m. Ball back to NT in channel
1 who picks up and drives.
DY's side back after hit. Ball in quickly after hit. DY back further
to more than 90 degrees.
Hit and ball in immediately.
Hit and ball in quickly. W pack moves back 2m then Crabs left,
DY's side collapses.
CL's side comes back after hit, RII feeds scmm with DYs side still
up and scrum wheeled. NT in channel 1 picks up running left, he
then passes left to RH.
W talken back on hit, ball fed just after hit. W crab scnrm to left.
NZ8 picks up and drives
W sonrm moves back after hit and quick ball in.
Hit and back lm. After ball in, W front row goes low, DY in
particular and meets a big dip and drive from NZ pack. SW packs
in charmel one.
NZ fail to engage properly at W scrum, FK to Wales
Moves back after hit. DY's side moves back after ball in wheeling
scrum more than 90 degrees. SF fails to engage in rescnrm - WFK
Hit and ball in quickly. DY's side moves back, scrum wheeling
left.
Meets NZ hit and stays firm. DY's side comes back after ball in.
Hit and ball in. SJ's side moves up and puts pressure on ZB
controlling ball at back of NZ scrum. Ball shoots out of scnrm and
gees lcose.

1.

Christian Loader

Hrst Half
2w to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
2w to NZ maul
2w to GJ ruck, joins a driving W maul/ruck
2w to BW ruck, picks up NZ7 and clears him out of way
2w to DY ruck
2w to NJ ruck, steps over ball and helps clear NZ7 out of way
5w to NJ ruck
2w to KM ruck, from side takes NZ5
3w to GJ ruck, goes to side
4w to NZ ruck, drives in to side of ruck and collapses to ground
Together with NJ,GJ and GL standing next each other defend a 4m
area 3m from ruck
2w to RA ruck, follows NZ7 past ruck
lw to BW ruck, goes low to clear out NZ4
4w to LD ruck, drops on loose ball and pushes it back between his
legs
lw to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck, stands over ball
Takes NZ2 high around shoulders and brings down from head on
position (-)

Assists initial hit by BW driving in high and from side on NZll (-)
5w to NJ maul, head in and drives
3w to NZ ruck
5w to RA maul
2w to NZ ruck

1.

Christian Loader

Second Half
3.45
3.59

CL
CL

2w to LD maul, enters maul in low position, fans to ground
Supports NJ taking ball from him, collapses to floor as he makes
contact with NZ8, ground lost
Stands at back of ruck, ball won
3w to RA ruck
Moves up and attempts to grab NZ7 with right arm, JK steps inside
CL and drives on (+)
2w to MV ruck
lw to BW ruck
lw to support GT stood on ball, rips ball away, goes to ground and
lays it back for RE
Unable to secure ball from MV catch at w.1o, ZB rips ban away
lw to NZ ruck, drives in from side
4w to GL ruck, drives in behind MV
3w to GT ruck
2w to GJ ruck, drives in low and provides momentum for GJ
Holds onto LD driving into RA ruck, 2w to ruck
2w to SW ruck, comes in low at back of ruck
lw & hits DY ruck at pace, straight through defence and onto floor
lw to RA maul
Dives to ground over ball
2w to MV ruck, steps over
lw to RA ruck, hits NZ1 low and back with JH
Replaces CL

2.

Bany wflHaus

First Half
4.10 BW
4.37 BW
12.01 BW

15.53 BW

28.40 BW

29.01 BW
30.41 BW

31.25 BW

34.29 BW
35.25 BW
35.31 BW
37.00 BW

38.57 BW
39.13 BW

40.12 BW

4w to NT ruck, in on left side protecting RH
lw to NZ ruck, stands over NZ13 and attempts to scoop ball back
Picks up ban at back of RII ruck, 1coks up then drives left fending
off NZ5 and making 2m before going to ground in contact with
NZ7, ball presented back W side
Picks up ball at back of ruck, drives right into NZ12, bumps low
turns and pushes pass of chest to RH
3w to NZ ruck, drives in low over ball
Takes JM late and down as he passes the ball (+)
Tackles NZ15 side on at pace around waist and down (0)
Hits ZB high around shoulder after initial hit from RA, ban
dislodged forward (0)
Runs onto RH pass and straichtens driving into NZ3 and NZ6.
Works to stay on feet, turns and gees down to ground presenting
ball back on W side.
2w to LD ruck, gets hands on ball

lw to NZ ruck stands over and attempts to take ball from JK who
holds on. WE awards W penalty as BW finally tugs ban clear TURNOVER
Grabs hold of NZ8 from head on position and falls back bringing
him down (-)
Grabs hold of NZll from head on position, falls back with him (-)
Picks up loose ball from CL deflection after Wdo22 runs back and
across W22m line before passing to NJ
3w to NJ maul
Stands over tackled NZll and attempts to take ball from him. Ball
goes loose, possession error against JL, WE gives scnrm to Wales.
3w to RA maul
Runs a good angle into space taking pass from RH drifting across
field after quickly taken tap penalty. Makes 4m before taking
tackle and placing ball back away from body. Due to lack of close
support, NZ6 picks up ball - POSSESSION ERROR. Could BW
retain possession by tucking ball in close or roll it back W side ?
Together with GJ at back of lo maul, spins open backing into
opposition, GJ comes in on ball.

2.

Bany wrmaus

3.53

BW

4.01
4.12

4.20
8.32

8.53
9.39

BW
BW

12.30 BW
16.36 JH

Second Half

Picks up ban from back of LD maul/ruck, passes to RH stood lm
behind him.
1w to CL ruck
Stands at back of ruck, ball won
5w to RA ruck
Supports RII run and takes inside pass. Pushes off NZ8 and turns
before going to ground and placing ball back.
3w to NJ maul/ruck
Takes short pass from NJ and drives high into NZ7 and NZ12, has
to work hard to get to ground in order to release ball.
Tackles NZ2 from side on going back and brings him down (-)
Replaces BW

3.

David Young

First Half
2.44 DY
7.28 DY
10.58 DY
11.58 DY
12.16 DY

2w to NZ maul, drives in from side to stop NZll progress
Hits NZ7 high with MV driving him back 2m, standing tackle (+)
4w to GJ ruck, classic position in between NT and CL at back of
maul/ruck
lw to RH ruck, bridges over RII and feeds ball back
Picks up ball from RA sortie and drives forward 2m, taking two
hits before going down and rolling ball back from contact area for
RH to play
2w to RH ruck, steps over ball
6w to NJ ruck
3w to KM ruck, from side takes NZ5
1w to SG ruck, bridges over ball
3w to KM ruck, joins back of ruck, looks up as ball is lost
Free kick against DY for pulling down/taking NZ1's arm at W
Scrum

4w to NZ ruck, pushes ball back for RH, W turnover
3w to GL ruck
2w to RH ruck
6w to NJ maul, 1cxks up back of maul
6w to RA maul

3.

David Young

1.56

DY

3.49
4.20
6.54
8.33
8.42
9.35
10.52

19.20 DY

Second Half
Hits NZ6 high around upper body from head on position with MV.
Puts him down (0)
5w to LD maul, drive into NZ7
4w to RA ruck
2w to NZ ruck
2iv to BW ruck
3w to RA ruck, helps clear NZ10 away from ruck
5w to maul
Confusion between DY and NJ. NJ looks for DY in support on the
outside, DY has moved to support from inside channel. NJ pivots
around giving a forward pass.
NZ13 runs straight through DY's outstretched arma and attempted
tackle (-)

1w to NZ ruck, drives into Nzl helping NT tackle
3w to GL ruck, clears ZB away from ball
3w to GJ ruck, drives in low and provides momentum for GJ
3w to GJ ruck, takes NZ5 at side of ruck
3w to RA ruck, drives in low over ball
Picks up ball from GL drive and ruck. DY drives forward 3m and

gees down
Takes pop pass from RA and drives in low to Nzl and NZ4
4w to MV maul/ruck
2w to SJ ruck
lw to GL ruck, bridges over ball and pushes it back to RII
Takes NZ10 around waist and holds from head on position (0)
Hits NZ9 high with right shoulder from side on position. Drives
him down to flcor (-) . Ball goes loose from JM

4.

Gareth Llewellyn

Hrst Half
3w to ruck
3w to NT ruck, low body position at back of ruck
Takes NZ4 high running in front of ball obstructing
lw to NZ maul
Attempts to scoop loose ball back from NZ maul/ruck, penaHsed

2.02
4.09

4.44
7.30
7.33

bywE
10.51 GL
12.23 GL

12.32
15.45
16.13
20.30

GL
GL
GL
GL

29.00 GL

2w to maul, works hard to get from Wscr to GT catch of RH u/u
lw to NJ ruck, gets ahead of ball but manages to pull JK away
from NJ
3w to NJ ruck
2w to GJ ruck, goes to side
lw to KM ruck, going back gets bundled over by NZ5
Together with NJ,GJ and CL standing next each other defend a 4m
area 3m from ruck
3w to NZ ruck, drives low over ball
3w to NZ ruck, bridges over ball, W turnover
Picks up ball after AB rm, drives on 5m going to ground and
providing quick ruck ball
lw to LD drive/ruck, takes NZ10 back and fans over ball
protecting it
2w to NZ ruck, stands over ball
Dives forward and takes NZ12's feet bringing him down (0)
2w to RA maul

4.

Gareth Llewellyn

3.45
4.09
4.54
6.52
8.28
8.34
8.52
9.33
10.50
13.51

21.54

22.50 GL
23.20 GL

23.27 GL

26.30 GL

28.46 GL

32.24 GL
32.44 GL
34.05
34.43
38.41
40.07

GL
GL
GL
GL

41.17 GL

Second Half

1w to NZ ruck, bridges over tackled player and tries to retrieve ban
2w to NZ ruck
Grabs hold of NZ7 and pulls him down to the floor (-) , gets hand
in and forces ball loose - TURNOVER
3w to LD maul
lw to GT ruck, reaches in and secures ball
Makes desperate lunge at NZ14 at pace missing him (-)
NZ7 drives in low, GL grabs hold of him and falls with him (0)
1w to MV ruck
3w to BW ruck, stands over ball
2w to NJ maul/ruck
Protects right side of maul, 3w ariving
lw to GJ ruck, bridges over protecting the ball
lw to support KM out wide, gees in low over ball with NT
Catches loose tap by NZ5 from Wkor, drives forward 7m and goes
to ground.
1w to GJ ruck, drives in low and provides momentum for GJ
Takes pop pass from RII and drives 4m over gain line, gees to
ground and presents ball back
Picks up kick through by NZ5 after ball goes loose at W ruck. GL
drives forward steps inside NZ8 and feeds NW in the tackle who
scores Wales' only try
Picks up ball at back of ruck and drives forward 4m going to
oround
Takes pass from NJ drives infield into NZ5, gees to fend him off
with right hand but loses ban forward with left hand POSSESSION ERROR
lw to GJ, supports his driving nm
Takes passfrom RII and drives into AB, impact knocks the ban
loose, NZ recover ball - POSSESSION ERROR
2w to MV maul, drives in on ball
Picks up ball, takes one step and tackle from NZ4, goes down
3w to RA ruck
Drops to floor collecting loose pass by NZ15, pushes ball back for
NW to pick up - W TURNOVER
Picks up loose ball runs forward and looks to pass to JH on
outside. NZ18/AB intercepts pass.

5.

Mike voyle

Hrst Half
2.02
2.42
4.20
4.36
7.24
7.28
10.56

MV
MV

4w to ruck
Assists AB and RII in tackle going high on NZll, drives him
sideways and down (-)
1w to NZ ruck, drives over top of NZ15, gees to ground
Takes NZ13 low around legs and down (0)
1w to NZ ruck, stands over
Hits NZ7 high with DY and drive him back 2m, standing tackle (+)
1w to GJ ruck, targets JK and drives hard into his midrifft taking
him and the maul back
2w to RH ruck, steps and protects side of DY who is over the ball
lw to DY ruck, clears NZ9 away from ball
lw to RH ruck, gees low and drives into Nzl and NZ3
1w to KM ruck, goes in low over player
lw to GT ruck, chasing back comes in from side to NZ dominated

ruck
lw to GJ ruck, cleans IJ
2w to KM ruck, drives into side and JK
lw to NZ ruck
lw to NZ ruck
2w to GL ruck, low and over ball
3w to LD ruck
Hits NZ8 low around waist and down in midfield from a side on
postion (-)

1w to NZ ruck, drives in and falls over top
NZ12 brushes off attempted MV tackle from head on position (0)
7w to NJ maul, upricht leans on NZ6 at side of maul
lw to NZ ruck, works hard to get to LD/GT tackle on NZ15 after
NJ kick down field, goes past the ball and down
lw to RA maul
lw to NZ ruck

5.

Mike voyle

1.56

MV

2.43

MV

3.48
4.01

4.20
6.54
7.09
8.25

Second Half
Hits NZ6 high around upper body from head on position with DY.
Puts him down (0)
1w to NZ12 on floor, stands over and attempts to pick up ball, 1
taken out by NZ6
4w to LD maul, comes in from side
2w to CL ruck, drives in low and clears NZ8 away from ball
2w to RA ruck
lw to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
Picks up ball after AB run and placement. Drives forward and
takes tackle going to ground places ball back.
2w to RA ruck, helps clear NZ10 away from ball
Protects left side of maul, 2w arriving
2w to GJ ruck, gets ahead of the ball

4w to " ruck

20.01 MV

Grabs hold of NZ13's richt arm and helps GJ pull him down (-)
Assists RII tackle on NZll. From side on MV gees in with right
shoulder and grabs JL's right leg and holds on, bringing him down
with RH (-)
Throws himself into NZ9 from behind and side on, holds on
bringing him down just shat of W goal line (-)
2w to GL ruck drives over and past ball
4w to GT ruck

lw to GJ ruck
lw to JH ruck, drives in low over ban
lw to NZ ruck, scrabbles unsuccessfully for ball
lw to SW ruck, takes TR out at side of ruck

34.02 MV
38.41 MV
41.03 MV

2w to DY ruck, steps over ball
Dives onto ground and pushes ball back toward RII
Picks up loose RII pass from floor, works legs hard and drives
forward with NZ10 holding on, goes to ground after making 5m
Takes pass from RII stood still, nms across field driving into
NZ18, turns and sinks to floor
2w to RA ruck
NZ10 steps inside wrong footing MV and attempted tackle (+)

6.

Rob Appleyard

First Half
2.02
2.38

2.44
4.07
4.49
9.01
RA
10.50 RA

18.18 RA

19.06 RA
19.13 RA

20.03 RA
20.26 RA
21.52 RA

22.59 RA

24.46 RA
27.21 RA
28.53 RA

29.08 RA

33.33 RA
35.30 RA

36.47 RA

2w to ruck
3w to NZ ruck, arives as NZ release ball
lw to NZ maul, drives in to stop NZll progress
lw to NT ruck, stands over him and protects ball
Works hard to reach a NZ attack wide left, tackles NZ10 just after
he passes ball to NZ14 (-)
Grabs hold of NZ5 and falls with him (0)

Supports GT catch from RII up and under, drives in on GT, ball
goes backwards to floor as GL arrives
3w to ruck
Picks up ball and drives forward 3m into U and down, places ball
2w to NJ ruck
2w to GT ruck, commits himself as NZ9 gets ball away
From lo RA in on GL rips and delivers to RII
2w to SG ruck, bridges over ball
2w to KM ruck, stands over ball burt gets taken off it with NZ
forwards going forward into ruck
ZB picks up from base and drives for goal line, RA tackles low
around legs and brings him down with NT going high (-) .
3w to NZ ruck, gets low and attempts drive
Assists RII in bringing NZ2 down, side on and high, picks him up
and drives NH back and down (-)
Catches GL deflection at lineout and drives forward and down.
Pushes NZ12 out of the way as he enters a NZ ruck, 1w to NZ ruck
Catches tap back from WKOR and drives forward and down
placing ball for RH, quick ruck
Gets 'sat down' by NZ3 attempting a head on tackle, manages to
recover holding onto OB's legs then pulling them away (-)
Hits ZB side on around waist bringing him down. BW assists.
Dislodges ban forward (0)
Crmching hit moving forward into the back and side of NZll,
kncoking him back and over (+)
Picks up ball at back of ruck and nms sideways before passing to
NJ
Takes pop pass at speed from RII close to NZ goal line. Drives
high into NZ9 and NZ12 allowing them to hold him up and take
him back. Turns and slips ban to NJ who is in close support.
2w to NZ ruck, picks up NZ6 and drives him back
2w to NJ maul
Hits NZ9, who is standing with the ball, drives and turns him back
and down (0)

38.57 RA

40.49 RA

First in support of LD after rehearsed tap penalty move. RIps ball
from LD turns and sets up W maul
Hits NZ8 high with NT from side on position downing him (-)

6.

Rob Appleyard

1.52

RA

2.35

RA

3.57

RA

4.15

RA

8.40

RA

Second Half

Hits NZ3 low around legs and down with left shoulder from a head
on position (0)
Knocks ball forward trying to catch GL deflection at Wlo.
POSSESSION ERROR.
1w to NJ ruck, arives at pace couiding with NZ8, driving straicht
over top and down
Takes switch pass from NJ at pace, drives straight at NZ2 hitting
him back, makes 7m over gain line before being dragged down,
quick ruck ban provided
Takes short pass off NJ running forcefully at defence commiting 4
tacklers on NZ22m line. Quick ball provided from ruck.
1w to NT ruck, bridges over protecting quick release of ban
lw to BW ruck, takes JK out
Supports and takes pass from RH after quickly taken free kick.
Gains 7m before commiting two tacklers and releasing a one
handed pass to NT in the tackle.
1w to NZ ruck, drives pass failing to commit
3w to KM ruck, steps on and over NZ12
2w to NT ruck, secures ball from JK in offside position
lw to NZ ruck, low body position at back of ruck
2w to NZ ruck
Assists MV tackle hitting NZ9 high around left shoulder close to
W goal line (-)

22.08 RA
23.13 RA
25.21 RA

26.54 RA

1w to GT ruck
Takes pop pass from RII and crashes into Nzl getting across gain
line
Moves up and hits NZ4 just as he makes a pass. Head on around
waist and down (+)
Talkes pass outside NJ at speed rms into high NZ13 tackle. Slips
ball back whilst being grabbed around neck, RII picks up loose
balEL

28.26
28.42
29.33
30.52

RA
RA
RA
RA

32.37 RA
34.19 RA

Picks up ball and pop passes it left to DY
3w to MV ruck, steps over

lw to NZ ruck
lw to ruck, enters from NZ side and kicks ball back W side,
concedes penalty
Supports RII hitting his pass at speed and driving forward and
down
lw to NJ ruck

6.

Rob Appleyard

35.55 RA
37.15 RA
38.36 RA

39.38 RA

40.03 RA

Second Half - cont'd

Works hard to get back to NZ ruck close to W goal line - 1w
lw to NZ ruck
Gets down on loose ball and secures W turnover after ball had shot
out from NZ scrum. Stands up and drives forward with ball before
turning and going down to floor
Drives into NZll with right shoulder from side on position. Helps
AB knack JL down (0)
Superb side on tackle with left shoulder on NZ15 in full flight.
Drops down CC's legs bringing him straight down and forcing a
loose pass which GL collects (-)

7.

Gwpr Jones

Hrst Half
2.01
2.38
4.08
4.32

7.21

ar

10.20 GJ
10.53 GJ

15.37 GJ

33.31

GJ

35.30 GJ

GJ first to SG drive, takes out NZ7
1w to NZ ruck, holds NZ12
2w to NT ruck, gets low and into good body position over NT
lw to NZ ruck, realises ball is lost and picks head up scanning NZ
side
Drives into NZ5 getting under fend off and puts him down with
NT hitting from side (+)
Hits NZ7 around shoulders and down going back into W22 (-)
Picks up loose ball from W maul, drives into NZ7 turning and
backing 3-4m with support from SG then MV, goes to ground
Creating quick W ruck ball
lw to SG drive/ruck, drives JK off ball
lw to BW ruck, low and over the ball
lw to NT ruck, steps over ball and player
3w to RH ruck, steps over ball
lw to NJ drive/ruck
Gets in on MV catch and helps take maul forward driving infield
with protection from CL, DY, GL and BW, goes to ground andlays
ban back
Catohes ball from NZ14 after a RH u/u and pressure on the catcher
from NT. Drives forward 5m to W10m line, goes down, gets back
up and forces way past NZ6 and NZ2 with help of NT, gees down,
not held he gets back up again and drives upto halfway line before
going down and rolling ball back for RII
lw to NZ ruck
lw to NZ ruck, gets in low on ball
Unable to hold NZ10 close to touchline in W22. (-)
Together with NJ,GL and CL standing next each other defend a 4m
area 3m from ruck
lw to NZ ruck, comes in from NZ side, taken out by NZ8
2w to NZ ruck, low and over with NT, W turnover
lw to AB ruck, clears out NZ8
1w to GL ruck, low and over ball
lw to RH ruck, ariving to ball just before NZ7
Assists KM in pulling down CC from behind (-)
Assists LD who has caught hold of CC, moves forward into NZ15
kncoking him over (+)
Assists KM who has held NZ15, GJ moves forward driving CC
back and down
lw to NJ stood on his feet, wrestles to get ball away from NJ who
has NZ7 wrapped to hin

36.58 GJ

Assists GT & AB in bringing down NZll, goes in around waist
with right shoulder from side on position and slides down to legs

39.34 GJ
40.12 GJ

Back onto field for SW, head bandaged.
Supports BW who changes point of attack of maul, met with
resistance, goes to floor and gets ball back to RH.
Unable to hold onto NZ8 drive from base of scmm (+)
Dives on ball close to tackled NZ8, jumps up and drives forward.
WE awards penalty against GJ.

(+). Clashes heads with AB.

40.48 GJ

40.53 ar

7.

Gwpr Jones

2.41

GJ

2.45

GJ

3.45
4.20
4.32
6.46

Second Half
Moves up quickly from lo to NZ12 running at his inside shoulder,
gets left arm to WL's legs causing him to fall over (+)
Moves upto and takes NZ10 from head on position, drives in
around waist with right shoulder leading and pulls him down (+)
1w to support LD slotl run from Wlo

lw to RA ruck
lw to tackled NZ15, stands over and tries pick up ball, taken out
Drives into NZ2 from side, grabs hold of his left arm and pulls hin
down (-)
Grabs hold of NZ7 with GL and fans with him (0)
First to NJ, takes NZ5 away from ball carrier

6.52
8.52
9.26
9.35
9.55
10.48
11.25

13.30

14.27 GJ
16.07 GJ
19.06 GJ

2w to NT ruck
4w to maul
2w to NJ ruck, drives into NZ3
Takes pass from NT and drives low into NZ4 going to ground.
2w to ruck, takes JK out driving him into touch
Up quickly on RII u/u, GT holds NZll, GJ drives in putting him
down (+)
1w to NT ruck going past the ball
Grabs NZ13 around waist from behind and drags him down with
help from MV (-)
Takes NZ12 hich from behind with NT to the front they bring
NZ12 down (0)

19.24
20.00
22.08
22.48
23.04
25.16

GJ
GJ
GJ
GJ
GJ
GJ

25.26 GJ
26.18 GJ

1w to NZ ruck, stands over FB and attempts to pick up ball
NZ9 steps inside GJ and attempted tackle (0)
2w to GT ruck
Picks up ball after RII rm, scrambles forward and down.
Dives on and secures loose ball
Takes NZ8 picking up from base, goes low after stopping initial
momentum by going high. ZB makes gain line (0)
WE penalises GJ for diving on loose ban close to tackled NZ5
From head on position gees in low with left shoulder on the
charging NZ21-MA. Gees so low MA collapses over GJ (0)

7.

Gwryn Jones

26.31 ar
26.51 GJ

28.19 GJ

Second Half - cont'd
2w to GL ruck, drives in low and close behind ban carrier
Supports quickly taken tap penalty and run by RH. Takes switch
pass off him and rms to side of NZ1, takes tackle placing ban
back for quick RH release
Takes pass from and running outside AB. Makes ground to
halfway line, is tackled and places ball back keeping hands on to
protect it
lw to MV ruck, steps over
2w to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
Takes pass from RII after quickly taken free kick. GJ runs, twists
and turns gaining 17m upto W10m line.
1w to SW ruck, drives in low over ball
3w to MV maul
Takes pass from NJ, drives low and hard into NZ'sl,13 & 21.
NZ13 steps outside GJ's tackle, unable to hold him (+)
1w to RA ruck
lw to NZ ruck
lw to NZ ruck
lw to NZ maul
Grabs hold of NZ21 from side and together with SW pulls him
down (-)

8.

Nathan Thomas

First Half
2.38
4.06

NT
NT

4.28

NT

7.22
9.41

NT
NT

2w to NZ ruck, works to get to ball
Recovers a loose pass by NZll, sliding along the ground and
securing the ball and W turnover
Hits NZ12 hig]i and turns him in the tackle, bringing him down
with ban on W side (-)
Hits NZ5 from side and down with GJ head on (+)
Tries to blcok pass from NZll to NZ13, ]mcoks ball forward in
doing sO

10.21
10.57
11.52
11.59

NT
NT
NT
NT

12.07 NT
13.08 NT
15.36 NT

20.27 NT

Down on loose ball lost forward by JK in tackle, WE gives W scr
3w to GJ ruck, joins a driving W maul/ruck
2w to SG ruck, drives NZ6 off ball
3w to RH ruck, stands at rearof ruck and pushes ball back through
his legs
Picks up ball at back of BW ruck, drives left straight into NZ5 and
down, places ball back W side
First W forward back to help a NW recovery of a NZ kick
ahead, WE gives W pen for push on NW
Puts great pressure on NZ14 from an RH up and under - jumps and
contests for the ball, NZ14 unable to take cleanly -ball gees loose
off his arm to GJ
3w to SG ruck, stands at back of ruck
Double hit with RA on ZB pick up close to W goal line. NT gees
around waist and helps bring him down short (-)
2w to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck, gets low and attempts drive
lw to NZ ruck, stands over NZll and attempts tp pick up ball,
taken out by NZ14
Works hard to get back and across to NZ counter, 2w to NZ ruck,
dives over getting 1 hand on the ball, not enough to prevent NZ
recycling
lw to NZ ruck, low and over with GJ, W turnover
First W forward upto RII kick, assists LD in holding NZll (+)
1w to LD ruck, stands over ball
4w to GL ruck
3w to RH ruck, forcefully drives JK out of the ruck
5w to LD ruck, clears Nzl out from ball
Hits NZ7 high around shoulders from behind and brings him down
trying to turn him in the process (-)
1w to NZ ruck, stands over ban
lw to NZ ruck, enters from NZ side and tries to kick ball away
lw to NZ ruck

Ffrot Half - cont'd
35.32 NT
36.47 NT
38.27 NT

40.49 NT

8.

4w to NJ maul, head in and drives
Assists RA in driving NZ9 back and down (0)
2w to NZ ruck, quick to break down after NJ kick down field
Hits NZ8 side on around waist with left shoulder, brings him down
with assistance from RA (-)

Nathan Thomas

2.43
2.45
4.09
4.43
7.08
8.14
8.19
8.41

9.23

9.42 NT
9.54 NT
10.47 NT
11.23 NT

19.06 NT

19.22 NT
19.41 NT

Second Half

3w to NZ ruck
Pulls NZ4 down backing into him at side of NZ ruck (0)
2w to GT ruck, drives in low pump action legs
lw to NZ ruck going back fights hard to get to ball
lw to NZ ruck
Picks up at base of scrum and passes left to RH.
1w to LD break, pulls NZ7 out of way
lw to RA ruck, clear NZ10 away from ball
Worked move from scrum, NT takes pass from LD running around
him. Hits contact just short of the gain line and gees to ground.
2w to BW ruck, drives in low over ball
lw to NJ ruck, steps right over player and ball
Takes pass from RA, turns back on defence and passes back to GJ
First back to support NW in tackle, stands over, gets bundled off
ball by NZ7 moving forward
lw to NZ ruck, comes in from NZ side
2w to support KM out wide, goes in low over ball with GL
Picks up at base of scnrm from charmel 1 and drives infield,
fends off NZ7 tackle, goes to ground 5m over gain line.
NZ12 steps inside NJ straight into NT and GJ who together haul
him down (0) . NT goes high grabbing onto WL's jersey
Misses NZ13, who breaks attempted tackle (-)
Meets NZll head on, drives in with left shoulder, grabs hold of
shorts and pulls foreing JL to lose balance and go down, unable to
hold him (-)

19.49 NT

Moves up and takes Nzl hich wrapping himself around CD's
upper body and forcing him down (0)
Picks up from channel 1 at scrum, nms left and passes to RH.
Unable to take pass from LD, taps it back
lw to RA ruck, clears NZ21 away from RA
Replaces NT

19.

Steve wiuiaus

Replacement

First Half
On for GJ as blood replacement
4w to RA maul
Back onto field for SW, head bandaged.

Second Half
24.40 SW
25.24 SW
26.19 SW

29.30 SW

35.39 SW

41.07 SW

Replaces NT
Hits NZ5 high from head on position, establishes hold and drives
him back and down (+)
1w to NZ ruck, stands over tackled NZ21 fishing for ban and
recovers it Creating W TURNOVER. SW gees to ground setting up
W ruck.
Completes a tackle on NZ15 who is held by NI. Drives in from
side and pulls CC dour (0)
1w to NZ ruck
Hugs onto NZ21 from behind and pulls him down (-)
Takes pass from RII after quickly taken W free kick. Forcefully
moves forward gaining 10m, goes to ground providing quick ruck
ball
2w to NJ ruck, clears out NZ8
1w to SJ ruck
Helps LD and NW on NZ goal line, 1atching onto JL holding upper
body in standing tackle (+)
Makes a chasing tackle on NZ9 taking him around waist from
side/rear as he passes the ball (-)
Hits NZ13 from behind and down (-)
4w to RA ruck
2w to NZ ruck
Picks up loose push back by NZ9 coming in from NZ side to
tackled player, oreating W TURNOVER, turns with ball and kicks
down field into NZ half
Grabs hold of NZ21 from side and together with GJ pulls him
down (-)

20.

Spencer John

33.17
34.01
34.08
34.20

SJ
SJ
SJ
SJ

Replacement
Replaces cL
2w to sw ruck, gees straight past ball talkes zB away from ruck
5w to Mv maul/ruck
Picks up ball from NJ placement and drives forward into NZ8 and

down
41.20 SJ

Hits NZ18 high around shoulders and forees him down (-)

Jonathan Hunphries

21.

Second Half
16.36 JH
19.36 JH
21.57 JH

22.54 JH
23.05 JH
23.22 JH
26.31 JH
26.41 JH

28.14
32.41
34.05
34.25
34.42
37.54

JH/GL
JH
JH
JH
JH
JIVGL

38.43 JH
40.09 JH

Replaces BW

lw to NZ ruck
lw to GL ruck, clears NZ4 away from ball
Picks up ball at base of ruck and push passes back to LD off the
flcor
2w to GJ ruck
Supports GL run, picks up ball and drives forward 3m and
down
lw to GL ruck, drives in low and close behind ban carrier
Recovers ban from NJ sortee and drives infield, gets across gain
line, tuning and going down before WE penalises NZ
Two directed tap going back at 2/4. Quick ball off top for RII
2w to RA ruck, hits NZ1 low and back with CL
lw to MV maul, grabs hold of NZ18
Picks up ball and feeds RII
lw to GJ ruck, drives into NZ13 taking him away from ball
Throw meant for GL going back at 2/4. U lifted and waHced
back taps ball back in front of GL
5w to RA ruck, drives into and clears NZ8 away from ball
Supports NW taking inside pass drives into NZ12 and into
touch.

Involvement and outcome:

Wales v New zcaland 1997

Forwards

First Half
0.00

NZKO

0.37

WSCR

1.11

WSCR

1.56

VVFK

2.01

GJ

2.02
2.02
2.02
2.24

RA
GL
MV
NZSCR

2.38
2.38
2.38
2.42

2.44
2.44
3.51

Robin Brooke knocks on attempting to catch ball between NT and
MV
NZ eventually go down after standing for a long period, CL gees
back initially after hit then whole pack gees back 2m then steadies,
WE asks for ball in. After ball in W walk scrum forward, CL takes
his side up and the scmm wheels up on CL's side.
Takes half a metre step back after hit and steadies. Front rows
collapse after ball in
Given after premature NZ drive at W scrum.
GJ first to SG drive, takes out NZ7
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Hit and stays steady, ban in quickly after hit, DY's side comes back
lm, front rows collapse
lw to NZ ruck, holds NZ12
2w to NZ ruck, works to get to ball
3w to NZ ruck, arrives as NZ release ball
Assists AB and RII in tackle going high on NZll, drives him
sideways and down (-)
1w to NZ maul, drives in to stop NZll progress
2w to NZ maul, drives in from side to stop NZll progress
Hit not shown, scnrm straight and steady on ball in and remains so
until RH gets ball away at 3.56 (5 secs)

4.06

NT

4.07
4.08
4.09
4.10

4.20
4.22
4.28
4.32
4.36
4.37
4.37

4.44

GJ

Recovers a loose pass by NZll, sliding along the ground and
securing the ball and W turnover
lw to NT ruck, stands over him and protects ball
2w to NT ruck, gets low and into good body position over NT
3w to NT ruck, low body position at back of ruck
4w to NT ruck, in on left side protecting RH
lw to NZ ruck, drives over top of NZ15, goes to ground
2w to NZ ruck
Hits NZ12 high and turns him in the tackle, bringing him down
with ball on W side (-)
1w to NZ ruck, realises ball is lost and picks head up scanning NZ
side
Takes NZ13 low around legs and down (0)
1w to NZ ruck, stands over NZ13 and attempts to scoop ball back
2w to NZ ruck
Takes NZ4 high running in front of ball obstructing

RA

Works hard to reach a NZ attack wide left, tackles NZ10 just after

4.55

NZTRY1

he passes ball to NZ14 (-)
Taine Randell

6.30

VKOR

7.18
7.21

NZLO
GJ

4.49

7 .2:2
7.24
7.28
7.28
7.30
7.31

7.33

8.30

NZPEN

8.57
9.01

VVKOR
RA

9.35

NZLO

9.41

NT

Not shown - kicked to forwards going right, NZ5 taken out in air,
penalty conceded
NT contests unsupported at 6, NZ6 taps back to NZ5
Drives into NZ5 getting under fend off and puts him down with
NT hitting from side (+)
Hits NZ5 from side and down with GJ head on (+)
1w to NZ ruck, stands over
Hits NZ7 high with DY and drive him back 2m, standing tackle (+)
Hits NZ7 high with MV driving him back 2m, standing tackle (+)
1w to NZ maul
2w to NZ maul
Attempts to scoop loose ball back from NZ maul/ruck, penalised
byWE
chdrew Merhtens
Right to forwards - NT up contesting NZ5 catch
Grabs hold of NZ5 and falls with him (0)
5man, ball thrown to U at 3, DY directly against him, uncontested
- MV at 4 and GL at 2
Tries to blcok pass from NZll to NZ13, kncoks ball forward in
doing sO

10.08 NZSCR
10.20 GJ
10.21 NT
10.42 WSCR
10.50 RA
10.51
10.53

GL
GJ

10.56 MV

11.44 BWAIV
11.51

GJ

11.52 NT

Good low hit, scrum moves back slightly then forward. After ban
crabs left, NZ9 under pressure at base of scrum
Hits NZ7 around shoulders and down going back into W22 (-)
Down on loose ball lost forward by JK in tackle, WE gives W scr
Hit not shown - scrum straight and solid, front row low with CL in
particular his left elbow inches off the ground
Supports GT catch from RII up and under, drives in on GT, ball
goes backwards to floor as GL arrives
2w to maul, works hard to get from Wscr to GT catch of RII u/u
Picks up loose ball from W maul, drives into NZ7 turning and
backing 3-4m with support from SG then MV, goes to ground
creating quick W ruck ball
lw to GJ ruck, targets JK and drives hard into his midriffi taking
him and the maul back
2w to GJ ruck, joins a driving W maul/ruck
3w to GJ ruck, joins a driving W maul/ruck
4w to GJ ruck, classic position in between NT and CL at back of
mauvruck
Two handed catch and delivery coming forward at 4/7 (3+4).
Quick ball off top
lw to SG drive/ruck, drives JK off ball
2w to SG ruck, drives NZ6 off ball

11.58 DY
11.58 MV
11.59 NT

12.01 BW

13.08 NT

14.01 BWAIV

1w to RH ruck, bridges over RII and feeds ball back
2w to RH ruck, steps and protects side of DY who is over the ball
3w to RH ruck, stands at rearof ruck and pushes ball back through
his legs
Picks up ban at back of RII ruck, 1coks up then drives left fending
off NZ5 and making 2m before going to ground in contact with
NZ7, ball presented back W side
lw to BW ruck, low and over the ban
2w to BW ruck, picks up NZ7 and clears him out of way
3w to ruck
Picks up ball at back of BW ruck, drives left straight into NZ5 and
down, places ball back W side
lw to NT ruck, steps over ball and player
Picks up ban and drives forward 3m into U and down, places ball
Picks up ball from RA sortie and drives forward 2m, taking two
hits before going down and rolling ball back from contact area for
RH to play
lw to DY ruck, clears NZ9 away from ball
2w to DY ruck
lw to NJ ruck, gets ahead of ball but manages to pull JK away
from NJ
2w to NJ ruck, steps over ball and helps clear NZ7 out of way
lw to RH ruck, goes low and drives into Nzl and NZ3
2w to RH ruck, steps over ball
3w to RH ruck, steps over ban
Picks ball up from back of RII ruck, runs left commiting two
defenders before passing the ball, left to NJ
lw to NJ drive/ruck
2w to NJ ruck
3w to NJ ruck
4w to NJ ruck
5w to NJ ruck
6w to NJ ruck
lw to KM ruck, goes in low over player
2w to KM ruck, from side takes NZ5
3w to KM ruck, from side takes NZ5
Takes short pass from NJ standing still, Httle time to build up
momentum before contact with 3 NZ defenders, turns and tries to
feed GJ on his shoulder, NZ2 gets hands in way and ball goes
loose - POSSESSION ERROR, NZ7 recovers ball
First W forward back to help a NW recovery of a NZ kick
ahead, WE gives W pen for push on NW
Two handed catch going back at 4/7 (3+4) , hold and drive.

14.04 GJ

14.31 MV

14.33
15.26
15.30
15.36

RA
BW/GL
RA
NT

15.37 GJ

16.17 MV
16.17 DY
16.48 NZSCR

17.14 NZSCR

17.25 NZSCR

18.04 NZSCR

18.18 RA

18.18 NT

Gets in on MV catch and helps take maul forward driving infield
with protection from CL, DY, GL and BW, goes to ground andlays
ban back
lw to GT ruck, chasing back comes in from side to NZ dominated
ruck
2w to GT ruck, commits himself as NZ9 gets ball away
Two handed catch back at 2/7 (3+4) . Hold and secure.
From lo RA in on GL rips and delivers to RH
Puts great pressure on NZ14 from an RH up and under -jumps and
contests for the ball, NZ14 unable to take cleanly -ball goes loose
off his arm to GJ
Catches ball from NZ14 after a RH u/u and pressure on the catcher
from NT. Drives forward 5m to W10m line, goes down, gets back
up and forces way past NZ6 and NZ2 with help of NT, gees down,
not held he gets back up again and drives upto halfway line before
going down and rolling ball back for RII
lw to GJ ruck, cleans IJ
2w to GJ ruck, goes to side
3w to GJ ruck, goes to side
lw to SG ruck, bridges over ball
2w to SG ruck, bridges over ball
3w to SG ruck, stands at back of ruck
Picks up ball at back of ruck, drives right into NZ12, bumps low
turns and pushes pass of chest to RII
lw to KM ruck, going back gets bundled over by NZ5
2w to KM ruck, stands over ball burt gets taken off it with NZ
forwards going forward into ruck
2w to KM ruck, drives into side and JK
3w to KM ruck, joins back of ruck, looks up as ball is lost
Hit not shown. After ball in CL gees low with NZ3, NZ2 head
comes out of scrum. Whole front collapses, WE blows for
rescrum.
Hit and hold ground. Ball channelled back W side, WE gestures
that a hand was used to get it back, he gives NZ another scrum.
Hit and NZ3 angles in on BW. After ball in CL drives into side of
NZ3, taking him across field, scrum couapses on NZIDY side.
WE gives FK against W front row for collapsing, NZ opt for
another scrum
Hit and NZ3 gets inside CL angling on BW. After ball in no Welsh
drive, NZ dip and attempt second drive, W scrum holds ground,
NZ3 goes to ground with CL.
ZB picks up from base and drives for goal line, RA tackles low
around legs and brings him down with NT going high (-) .
Double hit with RA on ZB pick up close to W goal line. NT goes
around waist and helps bring him down short (-)

18.50 NZSCR

19.01

19.02
19.06
19.06
19.06
19.13

19.15 MV
19.21 NT

19.22
19.23
19.26
19.34

GL
BW
CL
GJ

20.01 BW/GL
20.03 RA
20.26 RA
20.27 NT

20.30 GJ
20.30 GL
20.30 CL

20.36 NZTRY2
21.49

VVKOR

21.52 RA

21.54 GJ
21.55 CL
21.55 GL

22.42 BW/GL

Hit and DY's side moves back lm. After ball in Nzl steps up
another lm wheeling scrum up on his side. NZ back row close to
NZ backs, ball delivered to backs going left.
1w to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
lw to NZ ruck, gets in low on ban
2w to NZ ruck, gets low and attempts drive
3w to NZ ruck, gets low and attempts drive
Assists RII in bringing NZ2 down, side on and high, picks him up
and drives NH back and down (-)
1w to NZ ruck
lw to NZ ruck, stands over NZll and attempts tp pick up ball,
taken out by NZ14
2w to NZ ruck, drives in low over ball
3w to NZ ruck, drives in low over ball
4w to NZ ruck, drives in to side of ruck and collapses to ground
Unable to hold NZ10 close to touchline in W22. (-)
Going back at 2/7 (3+4) , GL gets two hands to ball and can only
deflect it on W side, RA catches ban and drives forward and down
Catches GL deflection at lineout and drives forward and down.
Pushes NZ12 out of the way as he enters a NZ ruck, 1w to NZ ruck
Works hard to get back and across to NZ counter, 2w to NZ ruck,
dives over getting 1 hand on the ball, not enough to prevent NZ
recycling
Together with NJ,GL and CL standing next each other defend a 4m
area 3m from ruck
Together with NJ,GJ and CL standing next each other defend a 4m
area 3m from ruck
Together with NJ,GJ and GL standing next each other defend a 4m
area 3m from ruck
Christian Cullen scores
Conventional left to forwards, MV and NT arrive and jump high
for ball with NZ5. MV gets hand to ban, knocking it back W side,
RA catches tap.
Catches tap back from WKOR and drives forward and down
placing ball for RH, quick ruck
lw to RA ruck, drives NZ2 off ball
2w to RA ruck, follows NZ7 past ruck
3w to NZ ruck, drives low over ball
Forward at 27(3+4) , fails to catch ball cleanly, getting a hand on
it. NZ4 jumping behind manages to tap GL's deflection back on
NZ side.

22.42 BW
22.58 GJ

Takes JM late and down as he passes the ball (+)
1w to NZ ruck, comes in from NZ side, taken out by NZ8

22.59 RA

23.04 MV
23.10 BW
24.23 DY

Gets 'sat down` by NZ3 attempting a head on tackle, manages to
recover holding onto OB's legs then pulling them away (-)
1w to NZ ruck
Tackles NZ15 side on at pace around waist and down (0)
Free kick against DY for pulling downftaking NZ1's arm at W
Scrum

24.46 RA
24.46 BW
25.10 WSCR

26.33 WSCR

26.54 WSCR
27.07
27.07
27.09
27.10
27.20

NT
GJ
GL
DY
NT

27.48 BW/GL
27.57 NT
28.27 BWINT
28.34 GJ
28.34 GL

Hits ZB side on around waist bringing him down. BW assists.
Disledges ball forward (0)
Hits ZB high around shoulder after initial hit from RA, ban
dislodged forward (0)
Unsteady after hit, walked back 2m. After ball in W scrum crabs
right and backwards. Due to NZ pressure driving forward control
of ball is lost and it shoots through to NZ side
Hit not shown. After ball in DY's side comes back quickly, the W
scrum turning around CL who steps up. WE blows for rescrun.
Hit not shown. CL steps up 2m after ban in. Ball channelled
quickly to NTs feet.
1w to NZ ruck, low and over with GJ, W turnover
2w to NZ ruck, low and over with NT, W turnover
3w to NZ ruck, bridges over ball, W turnover
4w to NZ ruck, pushes ball back for RH, W turnover
First W forward upto RII kick, assists LD in holding NZll (+)
Crunching hit moving forward into the back and side of NZll,
knocking him back and over (+)
Two handed catch and defivery going back at 2/4. Quick ball off
top to RH.
1w to LD ruck, stands over ban
Two handed catch and delivery straight up at 6/7. Quick ball off
top to RH.
1w to AB ruck, clears out NZ8
Picks up ball after AB run, drives on 5m going to ground and
providing quick ruck ball
lw to GL ruck, low and over ball
2w to GL ruck, low and over ball
3w to GL ruck
4w to GL ruck
Runs onto RII pass and straightens driving into NZ3 and NZ6.
Works to stay on feet, turns and gees down to ground presenting
ban back on W side.
1w to BW ruck, goes low to clear out NZ4
1w to RH ruck, arriving to ball just before NZ7
2w to RH ruck
3w to RH ruck, forcefully drives JK out of the ruck
Picks up ball at back of ruck and runs sideways before passing to
NJ

29.00 GL
29.01 BW
29.01 MV
29.03 CL

29.05 NT
29.08 RA

29.34 NZSCR

30.26 GJ
30.28 CL
30.37 MV

1w to LD drive/ruck, takes NZ10 back and falls over ball
protecting it
2w to LD ruck, gets hands on ball
3w to LD ruck
4w to LD ruck, drops on loose ban and pushes it back between his
legs
5w to LD ruck, clears Nzl out from ban
Takes pop pass at speed from RII close to NZ goal line. Drives
high into NZ9 and NZ12 allowing them to hold him up and take
him back. Turns and slips ball to NJ who is in close support.
Hit not shown. CL's side moves up after ball in. W scrum wheels
up on CL to 90 degrees. NZ scrum aattempts to stay straight and
starts moving forward away from the NZ goal line. W front row
stands up and breaks away from NZ front row disengaging the W
pack. NZ scrum continues to walk forward with just RA
contesting. Rest of W pack moves to contest the NZ controlled
march, stopping the moving ruck just short of the NZ22m line.
Assists KM in pulling down CC from behind (-)
1w to NZ ruck
Hits NZ8 low around waist and down in midfield from a side on
postion (-)

33.11

CL

Hits NZ7 high around shoulders from behind and brings him down
trying to turn him in the process (-)
1w to NZ ruck stands over and attempts to take ball from JK who
holds on. WE awards W penalty as BW finally tugs ban clear TURNOVER
2w to NZ ruck, stands over ban
lw to NZ ruck, drives in and fans over top
Assists LD who has caught hold of CC, moves forward into NZ15
knceking him over (+)
1w to NZ ruck, stands over ball
2w to NZ ruck, stands over ball
Grabs hold of NZ8 from head on position and falls back bringing
him down (-)
1w to NZ ruck, enters from NZ side and tries to kick ban away
Christian Cuuen
Conventional left to forwards. Good kick 13 chead which allows
MV and GL to jump with NZ5 & NZ4 causing a loose tap back
Takes NZ2 high around shoulders and brings down from head on

33.31

GJ

position (-)
Assists KM who has held NZ15, GJ moves forward driving CC

30.38 NT

30.41 BW

30.41 GL
30.59 MV
31.05 GJ
31.07 NT
31.07 CL
31.25 BW

31.27 NT
31.43 NZTRY3
33.08 VVKOR

33.32 NT
33.33 RA
34.20 NZLO

back and down
lw to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck, picks up NZ6 and drives him back
Not shown - NZ backs attack with ball

34.25
34.28
34.29
34.29

MV
GL
BW
CL

35.21

VVI)022

35.25 BW
35.30 GJ
35.30
35.31
35.32
35.32
35.33
35.35
36.34

RA
BW
NT
CL
DY
MV
NZSCR

36.47 RA
36.47 NT
36.58 GJ

37.00 BW
38.03 SW
38.05 WSCR

38.27 MV

NZ12 brushes off attempted MV tackle from head on position (0)
Dives forward and takes NZ12's feet bringing him down (0)
Grabs hold of NZll from head on position, falls back with him (-)
Assists initial hit by BW driving in hich and from side on NZll (-)
Hig]i left, 5m onto forwards, MV gets ahead of ball, GL goes up
with NZ4, both miss ban which hits CL on shoulder and bounces
back W side, BW picks up loose ban.
Picks up loose ball from CL deflection after Wdo22 nms back and
across W22m line before passing to NJ
lw to NJ stood on his feet, wrestles to get ball away from NJ who
has NZ7 wrapped to him
2w to NJ maul
3w to NJ maul
4w to NJ maul, head in and drives
5w to NJ maul, head in and drives
6w to NJ maul, 1coks up back of maul
7w to NJ maul, upricht leans on NZ6 at side of maul
Hit and CL goes low, DY's side gees back on the hit. After ball in
Nzl moves another metre wheeling scrum back on DY`s side. NZ
go to their right, where they put the W back row from the wheel.
Hits NZ9, who is standing with the ball, drives and turns him back
and down (0)
Assists RA in driving NZ9 back and down (0)
Assists GT & AB in bringing down NZll, gees in around waist
with right shoulder from side on position and slides down to legs
(+). Clashes heads with AB.
Stands over tackled NZll and attempts to take ball from him. Ball
gees loose, possession error against JL, WE gives scnrm to Wales.
On for GJ as blood replacement
Unsteady after hit, dips and moves back slightly. After ball in DY's
side goes down, ban back to NTs feet quickly
lw to NZ ruck, works hard to get to LD/GT tackle on NZ15 after
NJ kick down field, goes past the ball and down
2w to NZ ruck, quick to break down after NJ kick down field
3w to NZ ruck
First in support of LD after rehearsed tap penalty move. Rips ball
from LD turns and sets up W maul
lw to RA maul
2w to RA maul
3w to RA maul
4w to RA maul
5w to RA maul
6w to RA maul
Runs a good angle into space taking pass from RII drifting across
field after quickly taken tap penalty. Makes 4m before taking

39.18 MV
39.18 CL
39.34 GJ

39.59 BWAIV
40.12 BW
40.12 GJ

40.43 NZSCR

tackle and placing ball back away from body. Due to lack of close
support, NZ6 picks up ball - POSSESSION ERROR. Could BW
retain possession by tucking ball in close or roll it back W side ?
1w to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
Back onto field for SW, head bandaged.
Two handed catch going forward at 4/7(3+4) . Hold and drive. Lo
maul taken forward then spun infield and down for ruck ball
Together with GJ at back of lo maul, spins open backing into
opposition, GJ comes in on ball.
Supports BW who changes point of attack of maul, met with
resistance, gees to floor and gets ball back to RH.
Ball in straight after hit. DY's side goes back, CL angles in on
NZ3.

40.48 GJ
40.49 NT

40.49 RA
40.53 GJ
41.55

Unable to hold onto NZ8 drive from base of scmm (+)
Hits NZ8 side on around waist with left shoulder, brings him down
with assistance from RA (-)
Hits NZ8 high with NT from side on position downing him (-)
Dives on ball close to tackled NZ8, jumps up and drives forward.
WE awards penalty against GJ.

END OF FIRST IIALF

Second Half
0.00

VVKO

0.27

NZSCR

0.51

BW/GL

1.17

NZLO

1.49
1.52

NZLO
RA

1.53
1.56

GL
DY

1.56

MV

2.34

BW/GL

2.35

RA

2.41

GJ

2.43

MV

2.43
2.43
2.45
2.45

2.59

Sin

GL

FIIVNIN

3.45
3.45
3.45
3.48
3.49
3.53

GJ
CL
GL
MV
DY
BW

3.57

RA

3.59

CL

Surprise ko left to GT with forwards stood right hand side.
Remains straight and steady after hit. DY's side low, CL bacl
sHchtly after ball in.
Two handed catch and deHvery going back at 2/4. Quick ban off
top to RH.
NT concedes penalty driving into NZ6 whilst he is jumping at 6 in
the lo.
GL, MV and CL stand against a moving 3 man lo.
Hits NZ3 low around legs and down with left shoulder from a head
on position (0)
1w to NZ ruck, bridges over tackled player and tries to retrieve ban
Hits NZ6 high around upper body from head on position with MV.
Puts him down (0)
Hits NZ6 high around upper body from head on position with DY.
Puts him down (0)
Gets left hand to ball going back at 27 (3+4) . Deflects ball W side,
RA knocks on trying to collect deflection. GL interfered with by
NZ5 pulling at him with left arm.
Knocks ball forward trying to catch GL deflection at Wlo.
POSSESSION EREOR.
Moves up quickly from lo to NZ12 running at his inside shoulder,
gets left arm to WL's legs causing him to fall over (+)
1w to NZ12 on floor, stands over and attempts to pick up ball, 1
taken out by NZ6
2w to NZ ruck
3w to NZ ruck
Pulls NZ4 down backing into him at side of NZ ruck (0)
Moves upto and takes NZ10 from head on position, drives in
around waist with right shoulder leading and pulls him down (+)
Grabs hold of NZ7 and pulls him down to the floor (-) , gets hand
in and forces ban loose - TURNOVER
One handed tap straight to RH going back at 4/7 (3+4) .
1w to support LD slotl run from Wlo
2w to LD maul, enters maul in low position, falls to ground
3w to LD maul
4w to LD maul, comes in from side
5w to LD maul, drive into NZ7
Picks up ball from back of LD maul/ruck, passes to RII stood lm
behind him.
1w to NJ ruck, arrives at pace colliding with NZ8, driving straicht
over top and down
Supports NJ taking ball from him, collapses to floor as he makes
contact with NZ8, ground lost

4.01
4.01

4.09
4.09
4.12
4.12
4.15

4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.32
4.43
4.54
5.04

GJ
MV
CL
DY
BW
GJ
NT
GL
NZTRY4

6.38

VVKOR

6.46

GJ

6.51

CL

6.52
6.52
6.54
6.54
7.08
7.09
7.35

8.10

WSCR

8.14
8.19

8.19

8.25

8.28
8.28
8.32

GL
CL
BW

8.33

CL

1w to CL ruck
2w to CL ruck, drives in low and clears NZ8 away from ball
lw to GT ruck, reaches in and secures ball
2w to GT ruck, drives in low pump action legs
Stands at back of ruck, ball won
Stands at back of ruck, ball won
Takes switch pass from NJ at pace, drives straight at NZ2 hitting
hiln back, makes 7m over gain line before being dragged down,
quick ruck ban provided
lw to RA ruck
2w to RA ruck
3w to RA ruck
4w to RA ruck
5w to RA ruck
lw to tackled NZ15, stands over and tries pick up ball, taken out
lw to NZ ruck going back fights hard to get to ban
Makes desperate lunge at NZ14 at pace missing him (-)
Christian Cullen scores his third try
Conventional kick to forwards going left, 20m ahead gives NZ5
easy catch
Drives into NZ2 from side, grabs hold of his left arm and pulls him
down (-)
Moves up and attempts to grab NZ7 with right arm, JK steps inside
CL and drives on (+)
NZ7 drives in low, GL grabs hold of him and falls with him (0)
Grabs hold of NZ7 with GL and falls with him (0)
1w to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
lw to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
CL's side moves up lm after hit. WE calls for disengagement. W
hit back collectively 2m. CL's side couapses after ban in. Ball
stuck bewleen front and second rows.
Hit and W back slightly. CL moves up after ball in. Ball
channelled quickly to NT who picks up and passes to RH.
Picks up at base of scrum and passes left to RH.
1w to LD break, pulls NZ7 out of way
2w to LD ruck, steps over and protects ball
Picks up ball after AB run and placement. Drives forward and
takes tackle going to ground places ball back.
1w to MV ruck
2w to MV ruck
Supports RII run and takes inside pass. Pushes off NZ8 and turns
before going to ground and placing ball back.
1w to BW ruck

8.41

8.42
8.42
8.52
8.52
8.53
9.16

9.23

NT

9.33
9.33
9.35
9.35
9.39

11.10 NZSCR
11.23

NT

11.25

GJ

2w to BW ruck
3w to BW ruck, stands over ban
Takes short pass off NJ running forcefully at defence commiting 4
tacklers on NZ22m line. Quick ball provided from ruck.
1w to RA ruck, clear NZ10 away from ball
2w to RA ruck, helps clear NZ10 away from ball
3w to RA ruck, helps clear NZ10 away from ruck
First to NJ, takes NZ5 away from ball carrier
2w to NJ maul/ruck
3w to NJ maul/ruck
DY's side up after hit. Ban back quickly to NT in channel 1. DY
moves lm.
Worked move from scrum, NT takes pass from LD rurming around
him. Hits contact just short of the gain line and gees to ground.
1w to NT ruck, bridges over protecting quick release of ball
2w to NT ruck
lw to support GT stood on ball, rips ball away, gees to ground and
lays it back for RH
Protects left side of maul, 2w ariving
Protects right side of maul, 3w arriving
4w to maul
5w to maul
Takes short pass from NJ and drives hich into NZ7 and NZ12, has
to work hard to get to ground in order to release ball.
1w to BW ruck, takes JK out
2w to BW ruck, drives in low over ball
lw to NJ ruck, steps right over player and ball
2w to NJ ruck, drives into NZ3
Supports and takes pass from RH after quickly taken free kick.
Gains 7m before commiting two tacklers and releasing a one
handed pass to NT in the tackle.
Takes pass from RA, turns back on defence and passes back to GJ
Takes pass from NT and drives low into NZ4 going to ground.
1w to GJ ruck, bridges over protecting the ball
2w to GJ ruck, gets ahead of the ball
Confusion between DY and NJ. NJ looks for DY in support on the
outside, DY has moved to support from inside channel. NJ pivots
around giving a forward pass.
Hit and little movement. Ball in quicly after hit, Nzl puts arm
down.
First back to support NW in tackle, stands over, gets bundled off
ball by NZ7 moving forward
2w to ruck, takes JK out driving him into touch

12.21 BWAIV

12.21 CL
12.30 BW
12.31 NT

13.18 BW/GL
13.30 GJ

Two handed catch going back at 4/7 (3+4). Ball held, CL gees into
to secure - NZ8 rips ball away from CL"V POSSESSION
EREOR
Unable to secure ball from MV catch at wlo, ZB rips ball away
Tackles NZ2 from side on going back and brings him down (-)
1w to NZ ruck, comes in from NZ side
Two handed catch and hold going back at 2/7 (3+4). GL goes to
ground for ball to reach RII cleanly.
Up quickly on RII u/u, GT holds NZll, GJ drives in putting him
down (+)
1w to NZ ruck, drives pass failing to commit
2w to NZ ruck, drives past failing to commit

lw to support KM out wide, goes in low over ball with NT
2w to support KM out wide, goes in low over ball with GL
3w to KM ruck, steps on and over NZ12
4w to KM ruck
Couectively move back after hit - 1m. Ball back to NT in channel
14.22 NT

14.27 GJ
14.27 RA
15.45 NZLO

1 who picks up and drives.
Picks up at base of scrum from charmel 1 and drives infield,
fends off NZ7 tackle, goes to ground 5m over gain line.
1w to NT ruck going past the ban
2w to NT ruck, secures ball from JK in offside position
No defence and no drive then NZ win ball. Won at 4 by U. NZ

dive W back.
16.07 GJ

16.07 MV
16.36 JH
18.39 NZSCR

19.00 NZSCR
19.06 NT
19.06 GJ

Grabs NZ13 around waist from behind and drags him down with
help from MV (-)
Grabs hold of NZ13's right arm and helps GJ pull him down (-)
Replaces BW
DY's side back after hit. Ball in quickly after hit. DY back further
to more than 90 degrees.
Hit and ban in immediately.
NZ12 steps inside NJ straight into NT and GJ who together haul
him down (0) . NT gees high grabbing onto WL's jersey

Takes NZ12 high from behind with NT to the front they bring
NZ12 down (0)

19.08 RA
19.20 DY

1w to NZ ruck, low body position at back of ruck
NZ 13 nms straight through DY's outstretched arma and attempted
tackle (-)
Misses NZ13, who breaks attempted tackle (-)

1w to NZ ruck, stands over FB and attempts to pick up ball
lw to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
Meets NZll head on, drives in with left shoulder, grabs hold of
shorts and pulls forcing JL to lose balance and go down, unable to
hold him (-)

19.49 NT
19.52 DY
19.56 MV

19.59 CL
20.00 GJ
20.01 MV

20.01 RA

Moves up and takes Nzl high wrapping himself around CD's
upper body and forcing him down (0)
1w to NZ ruck, drives into Nzl helping NT tackle
Assists RII tackle on NZll. From side on MV gees in with right
shoulder and grabs JL's right leg and holds on, bringing him down
with RH (-)
1w to NZ ruck, drives in from side
NZ9 steps inside GJ and attempted tackle (0)
,
Throws himself into NZ9 from behind and side on, holds on
binging him down just short of W goal line (-)
Assists MV tackle hitting NZ9 high around left shoulder close to
W goal line (-)

20.29 NZSCR

20.42 NZTRY5
21.51

VVKOR

21.54 GL

Hit and ball in quickly. W pack moves back 2m then arabs left,
DY's side collapses.
Justin Marshall scores
Conventional kick left to forwards 20m chead. MV gets a hand to
NZ5 has he attempts to catch ball. GL catches loose tap and drives
forward.
Catches loose tap by NZ5 from Wkor, drives forward 7m and goes
to ground.
1w to GL ruck, clears NZ4 away from ball
2w to GL ruck drives over and past ball
3w to GL ruck, clears ZB away from ball
4w to GL ruck, drives in behind MV
lw to GT ruck
2w to GT ruck
3w to GT ruck
4w to GT ruck
CL's side comes back after hit, RII feeds scrum with DYs side still
up and scmm wheeled. NT in channel 1 picks up running left, he
then passes left to RH.
Picks up from charmel 1 at scrum, runs left and passes to RH.
Picks up ban after RII nm, scrambles forward and down.
1w to GJ ruck, drives in low and provides momentum for GJ
2w to GJ ruck, drives in low and provides momentum for GJ
3w to GJ ruck, drives in low and provides momentum for GJ
Picks up ball at base of ruck and push passes back to LD off the
floor
Unable to take pass from LD, taps it back
Dives on and secures loose ball
lw to GJ ruck
2w to GJ ruck
3w to GJ ruck, takes NZ5 at side of ruck
Takes pop pass from RII and crashes into Nzl getting across gain
line

23.16
23.17
23.17
23.20

NT
CL
DY
GL

23.22 JH
23.25 MV
23.27 GL

24.oi vuny
24.40 SW
24.48 NZKOR
25.06 NZSCR
25.16 GJ

25.21 RA

25.24 SW
25.26
25.26
26.15
26.18

MV
GJ
NZLO
GJ

26.19 SW

26.34 CL
26.35 MV
26.41 JH
26.51

GJ

1w to RA ruck, clears NZ21 away from RA
Holds onto LD driving into RA ruck, 2w to ruck
3w to RA ruck, drives in low over ball
Takes pop pass from RII and drives 4m over gain line, gees to
ground and presents ball back
Supports GL run, picks up ball and drives forward 3m and down
lw to JH ruck, drives in low over ball
Picks up kick through by NZ5 after ball goes loose at W ruck. GL
drives forward steps inside NZ8 and feeds NW in the tackle who
scores Wales' only try
NW
Replaces NT
Knocked forward by SW attempting to catch ball - POSSESSION
ERROR
W taken back on hit, ball fed just after hit. W crab scrum to left.
NZ8 picks up and drives
Takes NZ8 picking up from base, goes low after stopping initial
momentum by going hick. ZB makes gain line (0)
Moves up and hits NZ4 just as he makes a pass. Head on around
waist and down (+)
Hits NZ5 high from head on position, establishes hold and drives
him back and down (+)
1w to NZ ruck, scrabbles unsuccessfuuy for ball
WE penalises GJ for diving on loose ball close to tackled NZ5
No defence - NZ operate tap and peel
From head on position gees in low with left shoulder on the
charging NZ21-MA. Goes so low MA collapses over GJ (0)
1w to NZ ruck, stands over tackled NZ21 fishing for ball and
recovers it creating W TURNOVER. SW goes to ground setting up
W ruck.
1w to SW ruck, takes TR out at side of ruck
2w to SW ruck, comes in low at back of ruck
Picks up ball at back of ruck and drives forward 4m going to

ground
lw to GL ruck, drives in low and close behind ball carrier
2w to GL ruck, drives in low and close behind ball carier
Picks up ball from GL drive and ruck. DY drives forward 3m and
goes down
lw & hits DY ruck at pace, straight through defence and onto floor
2w to DY ruck, steps over ban
Recovers ball from NJ sortee and drives infield, gets across gain
line, turning and going down before WE penalises NZ
Supports quickly taken tap penalty and nm by RH. Takes switch
pass off him and rms to side of NZ1, takes tackle placing ball
back for quick RH release

26.54 RA

29.19 NZSCR
29.30 SW

Takes pass outside NJ at speed nms into high NZ13 tackle. Slips
ball back whilst being grabbed around neck, RH picks up loose
ban
lw to RA maul
Two directed tap going back at 2/4. Quick ball off top for RH
Takes pass from and running outside AB. Makes ground to
halfway line, is tackled and places ball back keeping hands on to
protect it
Dives onto ground and pushes ball back toward RH
Dives to ground over ball
Picks up ball and pop passes it left to DY
Takes pop pass from RA and drives in low to Nzl and NZ4
Picks up loose RII pass from floor, works legs hard and drives
forward with NZ10 holding on, goes to ground after making 5m
lw to MV ruck, steps over
2w to MV ruck, steps over
3w to MV ruck, steps over
Takes pass from NJ drives infield into NZ5, gees to fend him off
with right hand but loses ball forward with left hand POSSESSION ERROR
W scrum moves back after hit and quick ball in.
Completes a tackle on NZ15 who is held by NJ. Drives in from
side and pulls CC dour (0)
1w to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
Hit and back lm. After ball in, W front row goes low, DY in
particular and meets a big dip and drive from NZ pack. SW packs
in charmel one.
1w to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
GL lifted at 2 and gets a hand close to U.
Hugs onto NZ21 from behind and pulls him down (-)
1w to ruck, enters from NZ side and kicks ball back W side,
concedes penalty
Not straight
NZ fail to engage properly at W scrum, FK to Wales
Takes pass from RII after quickly taken free kick. GJ nms, twists
and turns gaining 17m upto W10m line.
1w to GJ, supports his driving nm
Supports RII hitting his pass at speed and driving forward and
down
lw to RA ruck, hits Nzl low and back with JH
2w to RA ruck, hits NZ1 low and back with CL
Takes passfrom RII and drives into AB, impact knocks the ball
loose, NZ recover ball - POSSESSION ERROR

33.17 SJ

33.30 WSCR
33.56 SW

34.00 GJ
34.01 SJ
34.02 MV
34.05
34.05
34.07
34.08
34.08
34.19
34.19
34.20

35.30 NZSCR
35.39 SW

38.25 NZSCR

Replaces CL
Moves back after hit. DY's side moves back after ball in wheeling
scruri more than 90 degrees. SF fails to engage in rescrum - WFK
Takes pass from RII after quickly taken W free kick. Forcefully
moves forward gaining 10m, goes to ground providing quick ruck
ball
lw to SW ruck, drives in low over ball
2w to SW ruck, goes straicht past ball takes ZB away from ruck
Takes pass from RII stood still, runs across field driving into
NZ18, turns and sinks to floor
lw to MV maul, grabs hold of NZ18
2w to MV maul, drives in on ball
3w to MV maul
4w to MV maul/ruck
5w to MV maul/ruck
lw to NJ ruck
2w to NJ ruck, clears out NZ8
Picks up ball from NJ placement and drives forward into NZ8 and
down
lw to SJ ruck
2w to SJ ruck
Picks up ball and feeds RII
Takes pass from NJ, drives low and hard into NZ'sl,13 & 21.
1w to GJ ruck, drives into NZ13 taking him away from ball
Picks up ball, takes one step and tackle from NZ4, gees down
lw to GL ruck, bridges over ball and pushes it back to RII
Helps LD and NW on NZ goal line, 1atching onto JL holding upper
body in standing tackle (+)
Hit and ball in quickly. DY's side moves back, scnrm wheeling
left.
Makes a chasing tackle on NZ9 taking him around waist from
side/rear as he passes the ball (-)
Works hard to get back to NZ ruck close to W goal line - 1w
Meets NZ hit and stays firm. DY's side comes back after ban in.
No defence - NZ win off top lo ball at 4 - U.
NZ13 steps outside GJ's tackle, unable to hold him (+)
Hits NZ13 from behind and down (-)
1w to NZ ruck
Throw meant for GL going back at 2/4. IJ lifted and walked back
taps ball back in front of GL
Hit and ball in. SJ's side moves up and puts pressure on ZB
controlling ball at back of NZ scrum. Ball shoots out of scnrm and
goes lcose.

38.36 RA

39.47 SW

40.03 RA

40.07 GL

Gets down on lcose ball and secures W turnover after ball had shot
out from NZ scrum. Stands up and drives forward with ball before
turning and going down to floor
lw to RA ruck
2w to RA ruck
3w to RA ruck
4w to RA ruck
5w to RA ruck, drives into and clears NZ8 away from ball
No defence offered - NZ catch at 3 and drive forward ?
1w to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
Drives into NZll with right shoulder from side on position. Helps
AB knock JL down (0)
Picks up loose push back by NZ9 coming in from NZ side to
tackled player, oreating W TURNOVER, turns with ball and kicks
down field into NZ half
Superb side on tackle with left shoulder on NZ15 in full flight.
Drops down CC's legs bringing him straicht down and forcing a
loose pass which GL collects (-)
Drops to floor collecting loose pass by NZ15, pushes ball back for

NW to pick up - W TURNOVER
Supports NW taking inside pass drives into NZ12 and into touch.
MV jumps against IJ without support.
1w to NZ ruck
2w to NZ ruck
NZ10 steps inside wrong footing MV and attempted tackle (+)
Takes NZ10 around waist and holds from head on position (0)
1w to NZ maul
Grabs hold of NZ21 from side and together with GJ pulls him
down (-)
41.07 GJ

Grabs hold of NZ21 from side and together with SW pulls him
down (-)

41.20 SJ
41.29 NZDG

Hits NZ9 high with right shoulder from side on position. Drives
him down to floor (-) . Ball goes loose from JM
Picks up loose ball nms forward and looks to pass to JH on
outside. NZ18/AB intercepts pass.
Hits NZ18 high around shoulders and forces him down (-)
Zinzan Brcoke

41.32

END OF MATCH

41.14 DY
41.17 GL

Involvement and Outcome: Wales v Tonga 1997

(Forwards)

First Half
00.04 RA

00.05
00.06
00.07
00.07
00.07
00.10

2.10

RA

2.14
2.14
2.15

2.15
2.16
2.21

Picks up ball from Tongan dropped catch after short kick off right
from NJ and good initial pressure on catcher from NT. RA drives
forward and down placing ball.
1W to ball binds onto RA
2W to driving maul, takes out T defender
3W to driving maul with SJ
4W to driving maul with SM
5W to driving maul
Takes pass from PJ on blind side of maul, steps inside defender
and makes 5m before driving to ground.
1W to ruck
2W to ruck
3W to ruck
4W to ruck
Picks up ball at back of BW ruck, drives forward and takes big
tackle.
Collects bouncing ball 5m inside W22 and 10m infield after
TKOR. Drives infield making 15m before being tackled to ground.
1 W to ruck
2W to ruck
3W to ruck
4W to ruck
5W to ruck
Supports a darting PJ run close to last ruck and shows good body
position stepping over tackled PJ. Pulls T tackler away from
ball. 1W to ruck.

2.22

2.22
2.23
2.31

2.37
2.39

2.40
2.41
2.41
2.41

2.42

BW

rv
GJ

2W to ruck
3W to ruck
Picks up ball at back of w ruck. Drives, turns and goes to ground.
T offend.
Takes tap pen quickly - pass to NJ - pass to GT
Supports and takes pass from GT, drives forward taking tackle
lw to ruck, steps over
2W to ruck, cleans out lT
3W to ruck
4W to ruck - to left side
5W to ruck - to right side
Takes pass from NJ running at speed and straightens the line receives high tackle from T clef. does well to keep hold of the ball Wpen

4.44

BW

4.46

RA

4.48

GJ

4.50
4.51

4.52

Receives TKOR, catching ball between W22 and W10m,10m
infield. Stands and sets up maul.
Spins off maul with ball driving infield and gets good pass away in
contact to GJ
Takes pass from RA and backs into T tackler, goes to ground,
shields ball
lw to ruck cleans out T defender, falls to ground
2W to ruck, grabs T clef.
3W to ruck

lw to ruck set up by GW run
2W to ruck
3W to ruck
Assertive step up body hit (+) on T9 to ground
Grapples T6 around waist (0) and brings him down
Hits up into T6 chest and ball knocking him back and down (+).
Falls over the player and concedes penalty for being on wrong side

5.02
5.02
5.02
5.06
5.10
5.10

6.12

6.41

7.19

7.20
7-20

7.20
7.47
8.15

8.24

GJ

Although taking up a low position prior to engagement front row
goes back after hit mainly on SJ side. PJ gets scrum reset
Second hit is far better - SJ hits and stays, working in on hooker,
no back five follow up to hit. Scrum stays straight fro PJ pass
lw to GW counter, lifts Tl off ball
2W to ruck
3W to ruck
4W to ruck, bridges at base and scoops ball back to PJ
Hit not shown -SJ back opening up RA and SW to T10
SJ goes back after hit, T initiated ? puts their back row closer to
following back line move
Hits T6 low, side on and down (-) following T backline attack
dour W right charmel

8.25

lw to ruck

8.26
9.04
9.08
9.09

2W to ruck
Supports GT step up tackle on T10 driving into ruck lw
Step up hit (+) into T1, high back and down
Takes big step over tackler lw to ruck, then gets driven back -too
high
Steps through TLO and catches poor tap from T5, drives forward

9.42

9.44
9.44
9.45

9.46
9.46
9.55

RA

and dour to the ground
lw to ruck, pulls T away
2W to ruck backs in
3W to ruck, drives T over top of ball
4W to ruck clears to side
5W to ruck, clears to side
Supports SG run back to left channel, secures ball feeding back to
BW. 1W to ruck

12.29

GJ

Takes ball from MV and pushes it back to PJ. 2W to ruck
3W to ruck
4W to ruck
5W to ruck
Supports break and secures ball from LD when he is tackled.
Taken to ground by T defender. 1W to ruck
Drives in and supports GJ, 2W to ruck
Step in at base of ruck, 3W
No need to ruck, ball won by T's
No need to ruck, ball won by T's
Step up hit (+), high on T3 with CL
Step up hit (+), around waist with RA forcing T3 down
Good initial hit then scrum moves back on SJ side giving W back
row the advantage. CL up on loose head
Holds onto T12 jersey, follows in from behind sliding down round
legs (-)

12.30 NT

12.35 rv

Hits T12 high around shoulders (-), tries to force him W side
Unable to take T8 head on turns and takes him around waist and

dour (-)

13.44 rv
13.47

CL

1W to ruck, gets taken out by T4 and T5
Takes T2 side on around legs and down (-)
Hits through T3 (-) putting him down and on W side
Two handed catch back at 2/7.
In on ball and drives lo maul forward, slips to BW.
Takes ball from RA at back of maul and drives open, releasing ball
in contact, ball goes to floor
Picks up loose ball runs sideways, takes tackle from T6, stands on
feet well and keeps ball away from tackler, passes to CL.
Supports MV taking short pass, drives forward and dives into T4
knee area, going to ground early
1 W to ruck
2W to ruck
3W to ruck
4W to ruck, steps over ball
5W to ruck
Supports LD drive, 1W to ruck, bridges on and over W13
2W to ruck, goes to side, pulls at T defender
3W to ruck, good body position over tackler
Gets in the way of a pass from PJ meant for NJ, drops ball forward
-POSSESSION ERROR. Should he run deeper and drive off Neil

or communicate to Paul early.
1W to T ruck
2W to T ruck
Supports GW in tackle after counter coming in from T side. 1W to
ruck, stands over ball

15,43

RA

16.36

TLO

16.38

CL

2W to ruck, low body position
3W to ruck
4W to ruck
5W to ruck
6W to ruck
Gets high jumping at 2/4 in TLO and takes T4's arm, ball
overshoots to RA standing at tail in scrum half position
Takes TLO ball at tail of 4 man lo, catches and runs around T9

galning 15m before dipping and bumping T14 onto floor, turns and
passes to SJ
Supports RA run, takes pass and drives forward, tackled to ground
Drives in behind SJ, 1W to ruck
Drives to side of SJ, 2W to ruck
3W to ruck
Supports GT run taking gut pass, runs and passes to NJ as he is
tackled
Good lift on MV, at 2, who takes T5 right arm resulting in
deflection on T side, Tl collects loose ball
Drives into T1 (+) and holds him, standing tackle.

16.40 rv

1 st to maul

16.40

SM

16.41

SJ

2W to maul
3W to maul
SM back at 2/4, BW throws too high, ball picked up by TI
T8 brushes off side on tackle by MV (0)
Misses T8 who drives through short arm tackle (-)
Steps up into Tl after T ruck. Hits him side on and down (+)
Supports NT making tackle on T1, high and down (+)
In no position to defend on W side of T won ruck
Hits T7 low around waist (+) and down, ahead of gain line
1 W to ruck stands over and fishes for ball
MV forward at 4/7 (3+4), good throw, catch and delivery straight
from top of jump to PJ at 9
Supports SG drive in midfield on his inside shoulder, takes gut
pass and drives on before being tackled
lw to GJ standing, goes into T clef. at side of maul
2W to maul, hits T9 at pace with shoulder, moves maul forward

17.09 BW/SM

17.13 rv
17.15
17.19

RA
NT

17.19

CL

17.23

SJ

17.27 GJ
17.28 RA

17.55 BWAV
18.02

GJ

18.04 NT
18.05 RA

and dour
18.06 SM
18.06 CL
18.31 TSCR
18.49 TSCR

20.04 TLO
20.18 WSCR

3W to maul/ruck, low straight back body position
4W to maul/ruck, low straight body position
Hit and up on CL's side, keeps going up on LH to 90, rescrum
Hit and stay straight. After ball in CL side works up to 1/4 wheel
Not straight
Good picture of W front row crouching ready for the hit. T stand
up. On second hit W front row taken back and crab left. 3rd hit, SJ
angles in on T2, CL steps back after ball in turning 1/4

20.43 NT

20.47 RA
20.47 GJ
20.48 SM
21.19 WSCR
21.45 TLO
21.49 GJ

22.03 WSCR

22.15 rv

22.20 BW
22.23
22.24
22.24
22.24
22.34

24.04
24.08

24.28
24.28

24.28
24.28
24.38

24.45
24.46
24.53
25.59

GJ
CL
BW
BW/SM

26.02 rv
26.02 SM

Picks up and drives forward from back of scrum, hits low and
down 7m over the gain line
lw to ruck, steps and stays over NT
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
Hit not shown, ball in, scrum straight and walking forward slowly
Lift on MV at 4, looks to take T5 shoulder with left arm, ball taken
byT7
Goes low around T7's legs from behind and takes him down (-)
After hit SJ's side steps back lm. This increases after ball in to W
advantage with T back row away from W back line up
Gets into a position ahead of LD midfield run and blocks T entry
to ruck
( 1 w)Arrives together with GJ bound and drive over LD
( 1w)Arrives together with RA bound and drive over LD
3w to ruck, low body position
4w to ruck, low body position
Poor decision arriving at ruck, ball already won, support next
phase?
Takes pass from NJ rurming inside channel, turns in contact and is
tackled to floor
1 w to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
lst W TRY
SM catches ball in air moving forward onto it, supported by CL.
First in on supports of SM and rips ball, drives forward and goes to
ground pushing ball back
Picks up loose ground ball quickly and feeds PJ
lw to ruck, takes out T clef.
2w to ruck, gets ahead of ball
3w to ruck
4w to ruck, at speed and low body position
5w to ruck
6w to ruck
Chasing tackle across field and from behind on Tll, grabs jersey
and slides in bringing player down (-)
Goes low around T7's legs and brings him down (-)
Hits Tl around shoulders and down (-)
Goes low on T4 at side of ruck (-)
Forward at 2/4, catches and delivers at top of jump to PJ who has
T defenders with ball
1 w to ruck
2w to ruck

26.04 CL
26.05 BW

26.08 NT
26.08 SM
26.10 CL
26.15 RA

26.23 GJ

26.24 rv
26.24 NT
26.25 CL
26.25 SM
26.29 SJ

26.30 BW
26.46 NT

27.33 rv
27.34 BW
27.35 SM
28.19 TSCR

28.45 TSCR

3w to ruck
Picks up ball at back of ruck and together with SJ drives infield
backing into opposition and down
lw to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck, picks up ball and feeds it to PJ
Takes pass from NJ, running inside charmel at pace. Drives into
T22 and takes tackle, quick ball for PJ
lw to LD at maul, drives in with low body position
2w to maul/ruck, high body position
3w to ruck, low body position
4w to ruck and collapse to floor
5w to ruck, collapses to floor
Takes pass from NJ running inside channel, POSSESSION
ERROR - drops ball in tackle
Takes Tl high and throws him down (0) W side
Supports GW counter, pushes T13 out of way and secures ground
ball, popping to CL
Takes ball from NT and passes to PJ
lw to tackled LD after run, goes straight past ball
2w to ruck, goes straight past ball
3w to ruck, stands over and protects ball, elves to GJ
Takes ball from BW and passes to PJ
Takes pass from NJ after WQTP, passes to SJ
Takes pass from RA, drives forward and dips into contact, turns
and gains ground before taking tackle
1 w to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
5w to ruck
6w to ruck
1 w to ruck, supporting NJ after run and tackle
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
Picks up ball, drives forward, fending Tl with left arm and
popping to PJ with right
lw to ruck, drives low over ball
Picks up ball and pops to SM driving forward
Unable to take BW pass cleanly, loses ball forward POSSESSION ERROR
Hit and CL's side goes up lm. After ball in W walk Tongans
back. Scrum over 90
Hit and SJ side back. After ball in T walk up on SJ side

29.16 BWAV
29.18

GJ

30.15

TLO

31.03 TLO
31.22 WSCR

32.59 BW/SM
33.01
33.04
33.42
33.50

RA
BW
TSCR
GJ

33.50
33.57
33.57
34.03

NT
RA
NT
NT

34.43 BWAV
34.52 GJ

34.54 NT
34.55

CL

34.59 RA

Forward at 4/7 (3+4). Ball over shoots MV, too high? Taken by T7
at tail
Wraps up T7 and goes to ground with him (-). Penalised for being
on wrong side of ruck not getting away.
No defence/jumping. T's drive forward after catch at 2. Penalty
conceded by SM/RA on wrong side of ruck
MV lifted up and across early at 4. Not straight.
Good picture of hit and SJ moving back after ball in. Although
wheeled to W back line advantage scrum unsteady as PJ goes to
pick up
Forward at 2/7 (3+4), two handed catch and hold. Ball secured by
RA.
Secures lo ball won at 2 by SM
Feeds ball to PJ from lo maul
Hit and stays square.
1w to T ruck
2w to T ruck
lw to T ruck
2w to T ruck
Supports SG tackle, taking T2 around shoulders and down (+).
Catches and delivers ball at top going back at 4/7 (3+4).
Supports GT out wide, taking inside pass drives sideways then
forward going to ground in tackle
lw to ruck, lifts and clears T clef.
2w to ruck, helps NT lift and clear T clef.
Takes pass from NJ, drives back toward ruck into contact and

doun
1 w to ruck

35.22 CL

2w to ruck
3w to ruck, punches T6 who is holding onto ball
Takes pass from PJ following quickly taken tap pen. Drives
forward into contact and down. T not Ion from tap
Supports PJ quickly taken tap pen. Drives in on ball setting up
maul close to T goal line.
1w to maul
2w to maul
3w to maul

4w to maul
5w to maul
6w to maul
Feeds ball to NJ at scrum half after driving W maul
Takes pass from NJ and T14 prevents GJ getting his pass away,
ball goes to ground. GJ gets back and falls on ball securing
possession
35.44 CL

lw to ruck

36.17

SJ

36.19

GJ

36.25 BW
36.27 SM
37.49 TKOR

38.40 BWAV
38.41

NT

38.54 RA

39.00 GJ
39.17 TSCR

Takes pass from NJ static, goes forward into tackle and down
1 w to ruck
2w to ruck, superb low position into contact
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
5w to ruck, picks up ball and drives forward and down
lw to ruck, supporting NJ run after quickly taken tap pen.
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
Takes pass from PJ and drives for T goal line, gets tackled 2m
short, places ball back, quick ruck ball
lw to ruck
Picks up ball at back of ruck and dive passes to LD
Takes quick tap pen. close to T goal line and passes to SM.
Takes pass from BW, T penalised for offside.
NT calls and goes up for ball, taken out by T3
Back at 4/7 (3+4), throw too high for MV, taken behind by NT
Catches lo throw, drives forward and down.
1w to ruck, SG drive, gets knocked over trying to pick up and
secure ball
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Arrives slowly to ruck and takes a pass from PJ, standing still,
backs into opposition before passing to GJ
Goes into support BW, takes pass and backs into opposition, loses
ball forward in contact, POSSESSION ERROR
Hit and stays square. Little movement or dip on both sides after
ball in.

39.49 BW/SM
39.57 GJ

40.01

NT

40.01 rv
40.03 BW

Back at 2/7 (3+4). Catches and delivers ball to PJ from top of jump
Supports SG run on inside shoulder taking pass and driving
forward 10m before going to ground
lw to ruck
2w to ruck
Takes pass from PJ steps inside tackler and drives into contact and

dour

40.57 RA

lw to ruck, upright
2w to ruck, upright
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Forward at 2/4. Catches cleanly and delivers ball to PJ in one
movement
Takes pass from SG and drives into contact in midfield with GJ on

40.58 GJ

his shoulder. Goes to ground
1 w to ruck

40.08
40.08
40.08
40.08
40.52

RA
SJ
CL
SM
BW/SM

2w to ruck
Takes pass from NJ, straightens line up, drives forward hits contact
turns and off passes to PJ
1 w to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
5w to ruck
Picks up placed ball, drives forward taking tackle and pushing ball
back W side
Picks up loose ball and feeds to NJ
Takes pass from NJ and Tl tackler at same time, goes to ground
lw to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
Picks up ball at back of ruck and feeds to PJ
1 w to ruck after quickly taken tap pen. by NW
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Takes pop pass at speed from PJ, drives forward into contact and

dour.

42.26 rv

Picks up placed ball drives forward and down 2m short of T goal
line, places ball

42.30 SJ

Picks up ball from MV placement, drives forward, pushes ball
back in tackle
Stands at back of ruck with ball, feeds back to NT
Takes ball from BW - T offside
Lift on SM at 2. T5 can only deflect, ball goes loose on ground
Dives and secures ground ball
lw to ruck, secures ball after SG drive close to T goal line
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Picks up ball at back of ruck and feeds PJ
Scores 2nd W TRY

END oF FmsT HALF

Second Half
0.00

TKO

0.10

0.10
0.11

0.11

0.12
0.12
0.13

0.18
0.18
0.18

0.19
0.19

0.25

0.25
0.28

0.54
1.24
1.25

1.27
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28

1.29
1.36

RA misjudges flight of ball into 22m, PJ takes on bounce
lw to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
5w to ruck
No need, stands at side of ruck, one hand on
Stands in at scrum half and feeds NJ
lw to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Picks up loose ball at back of ruck, gets tackled straight away
1 w to ruck
2w to ruck
Picks up ball at back of ruck and feeds PJ
No defence. TLO maul held then driven
1 w to NW ruck, steps over player and protects ball
Picks up ball, drives forward and down
lw to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
5w to ruck
6w to ruck
First in support to LD, rips ball side steps and drives forward and

dour
1.41

1.41
1.41

1.41

1.42

1.47
1.49
1.50

1.53

1.53
1.55
1.55

1.57

2.31

BW

lw to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Stands behind ruck
Clears out T9 standing over NJ, 1w to ruck
Drives low over ball
Takes pass from PJ, dummies inside and drives forward 8m going
to ground
lw to ruck, steps and stays in low position
2w to ruck, steps and stays in low position
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Takes pass from NJ running inside channel, makes 2m before
being tackled to ground - T over top
Falls onto LD on floor with SM, concedes penalty

2.31

3.13
3.19

3.21

5.03

BW/SM

5.08

RA

5.32
5.36

NT
SM

5.53

BW

6.07

GJ

6.11

CL

Falls onto LD on floor with BW, concedes penalty
4 man. Lift at 2 forward, ball tapped back T side by T5
Takes T2 1 high and head on, brings him down (-)
Does well to come in from T side (no ruck) and pushes T5 forcing
him to knock on
Back at 2/7 (3+4). Catches ball cleanly, RA in on ball and drives lo

maul forward

6.11

rv

6.12

SJ

6.13
6.18
6.18

BW
SM
NT

6.39
6.40

WSCR
NT

7.15

BWOw

7.20

GJ

7.22
7.23
7.23

7.24
7.25
7.26
8.59

9.27

TSCR

9.35
9.35

RA
NT

9.37

RA

9.38

SM

11.54

VVKOR

Emerges from driving lo maul, carries 10m and is hauled down
over half way line
Takes T5 high around shoulders and down (0)
Standing at side of T ruck, moves forward and takes T8 around
shoulders, back and down (+)
Gets back after T u/u and supports W counter attack taking a pass
from GW. Runs 15m up to hw and drives hard into big T hit,
manages ball well turning and popping to GT
First in support on the ball to LD, protects and goes to ground
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
Stands at back of ruck, ball already won
Stands at back of ruck, ball already won
1 w to NW ruck
2w to NW ruck
Hit not shown - SJ's side up, opening up right channel
Picks up, runs and draws T6, passes to PJ
Forward at 4/7 (3+4). Good height, catch and delivery straight to
PJ
Supports SG run on inside shoulder taking pass goes forward and
takes tackle
1 w to ruck
2w to side of ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
5w to ruck
6w to ruck
Jumps up with two hands high to catch TKOR, POSSESSION
ERROR, ball deflected through his hands, ref. awards knock on?
Front rows join from close upright position. CL goes down on one
knee as ball comes in, SJ steps back
Tackles T8 low around legs going back (-).
Tackles T6 without the ball, who is running in support of T8, low
around legs going back (-)
Quickly up off the floor from tackle, picks up ball after T knock on
and passes to SM
Takes pass from RA and passes to NJ
SM and MV put pressure on T5 after kor to the right side

12.11

CL

12.12

NT

12.13 rv
12.15

RA

13.02 BW/SM

13.59

SJ

Unable to hold T14 as he steps back through CL's arms and
attempted tackle
Grabs hold of T14 and drags him to floor (-), rips ball clear on W
side creating turnover
1 w to ruck
Picks up ball and feeds PJ
Back at 2/7 (3+4). Takes the ball cleanly with two handed catch,
RA drives in on ball and takes lo maul forward
Rips ball from SM at front of lo and carries ball forward
Takes ball back off RA and spins open off maul with CL
Takes ball from SM, ball goes forward in contact with T
defenders, POSSESSION EREOR
Hit and stay, CL goes up 1-2m after ball in.
1 w to GW counter and ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
5w to ruck
6w to ruck
7w to ruck, 9 Welsh players grouped in 5m channel
Takes pass from PJ after quickly taken W tap pen. Drives forward
and gives a good pass into space with SJ running onto it
Runs onto pass from SM and breaks two tackles before driving
well into T22 and going to ground, 20m+ carry. Quick ruck ball

provided from dynamic run.
1w to ruck cleans out T defender
Takes pop pass from PJ and drives into T defence tuning his back
and going to ground 5m short of goal line
lw to ruck, drives in low over ball
2w to ruck, takes out T6 'seagull'
1w to NJ ruck, low and cleans out well
2w to ruck, low and cleans out well
3w to ruck with CL

4w to ruck with rv
Scores 3rd W TRY

CA on for SJ and JH on for BW
NT catches ball cleanly close to W22, has time to pass to RA
Takes pass from NT and carries ball up into T forwards, goes to
ground
lw to ruck, good body position over ball
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Unable to take pass from NJ running inside charmel, hits his
shoulder but ball is taken behind by RII

16.27 JH

16.56 NI
16.57 CL

16.57

SM

17.48 Tho
17.53 SM
17.57 JH

18.04 NT

18.39 WSCR

Picks up ball placed by RH, drives forward, is tackled gets up and
drives again
lw to ruck and well past without committing defence
2w to ruck, with CL cleans out T2
3w to ruck, with SM cleans out T2
Takes pass from NJ running inside channel at speed, collides into
contact and over the gain line
lw to ruck past and ahead of the ball
2w to ruck, low and over ball
3w to ruck, low and over the ball
Takes pass from NJ rurming inside channel, makes 8m before
being tackled on halfivay line. Presents ball back after tackle.
1 w to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Takes pass running outside NJ, protects ball and dips into T12
buniping him back, turns and passes to RII running at speed.
1w to NW ruck, dives on top of player, gets pushed past the ball,

penalty conceded
2w to ruck, straight to ground past the ball, penalty conceded
3w to ruck, straight to ground past the ball, penalty conceded
Lift on SM at 2. Lift on MV at 4. MV takes arms of T5, ball
deflected T side
Grabs and holds T3, ahead of lo (+)
Hits T7 high coming around side of maul, then grabs his leg and
pulls him dour (-)
Moves up on T10 who steps inside Nathan. NT turns and gets hold
of his jersey, T10 goes to ground (+)
1 w to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck, high body position
Helps RII put T14 down ahead of gain line (+)
1w to ruck, drives in low
Takes T9 high coming around side of ruck, around chest (-). T9
gives forward pass.
Hit not shown, scrum solid and straight, comes up slightly on CA
after ball in. NT in channel one.
First to SG run, cleans out T tackler,1w to ruck, quick ruck ball
2w to ruck, good low body position, quick ruck ball
3w to ruck,
Scores 4th W TRY
Catches TKOR close to touchline moving backwards, passes to RA
Takes pass from MV on W22 5m infield, checks and passes back

to rv on a loop run

20.49 CA
20.51
20.51
20.51
20.51

NT
SM
CL
JH

23.00 J23.09 GJ

24.47 WSCR
24.50 NT
25.15 WSCR

Takes pass back from RA drives over W22 and down in tackle
lw to ruck, right side
2w to ruck, left side
3w to ruck, middle
4w to ruck, steps on tackler and over
Supports RII run close to ruck, takes pass, drives forward and
passes to CA prior to contact
Takes pass from GJ, twist and turns in contact going to floor,
presents ball back
Picks up placed ball, drives low and down, quick ruck ball
lw to ruck, low body position, quick ruck ball
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
Lo not shown, following maul would indicate ball won cleanly and
driven at 4 ? MV at head of maul.
Takes ball at back of maul, drives forward, gets isolated, goes to
ground, slow ruck ball
Hit and up lm on CA side. Goes up more after ball in, NT picks up
and feeds RII, T 1 0 knock on attempting intercept
NT picks up and feeds RH, T10 knock on attempting intercept
Hit and CA up, straight and steady. CA' s side moves up after ball
in.

25.18 NT

25.23 RA

25.58 RA
26.01

CA

Picks up from scrum dummies to RII and drives forward, getting
over gain line takes tackle and goes to ground
Picks up ball after NT run and drives forward, gains 5m, goes to
floor and presents ball
Picks up ball from RA place and drives on 3-4m taking tackle
lw to GT ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
1 w to NJ ruck
2w to NJ ruck
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Takes pass from RII turning inside, drives forward taking tackle,
pushes ball back away from body
Takes long pass from RII in 10 berth, T defence up, stops and runs
back to blind side, gives pass to CA
Takes pass from RA, breaks first tackle, drives forward and down,
places ball
Picks up CA ball placement, takes it on lm and down, places ball
lw in support of SG charge, stands over and secures ball
2w to ruck, goes low onto tackled player, penalty conceded
3w to ruck, takes T defender ahead of ball

27.43 TLO

27.44 NT
27.46 RA
27.48 CL
27.48 SM
28.01

GJ

28.01 rv
28.01

CA

28.27 TSCR

28.47 BWAV
28.55 NT

28.56 RA
29.15 TSCR

29.23

GJ

31.14 rv

31.42 BW

MV thrown up and across into T5, disrupts his take, ball goes to
back of line where it is taken by NT
Catches Tlo ball meant for T5, backs into opposition and down
Picks up ball after NT lo take, drives forward 8m and down
placing ball, quick ruck ball, two to clean out **
1w to ruck with SM take out 3 T defenders**good e.g. of quick
mini ruck ball
lw to ruck with SM take out 3 T defenders**good e.g. of quick
mini ruck ball
First to NW, secures ball on floor and pops to RII
2w to ruck, gets ahead of ball cleans out T defender
3w to ruck
Hit and CA's side up slightly. Dip and surge after ball in, walked

forward and up further on tight head side.
Straight up at 2/4. Catch and delivery straistt to RII from top of
jump/lift, quick ball
Takes pass from LD in midfield, drives through first tackle then
goes to ground. Pushes ball back for RA who knocks on
POSSESSION ERAOR
Knocks ball forward trying to pick a NT push back from the floor,
POSSESSION EREOR
Hit takes T SCR back 2m before ball in. Referee plays on. CL's
side up lm
Gets down on loose ball in midfield after T12's pass goes loose.

Sets up ruck after scrabbling forward 2m.
Hits ruck at pace cleaning out T9, 1w to ruck
2w to ruck, low and over ball
3w to ruck, low and over ball
Good decision making after last scrum - holds his ground and is in
a position to support attack wide. Gets outside GT who straightens
into contact, takes pass and drives 8m to line and scores W 5th try.
Does well to fend off cover tackler and stay infield when going
over the line.
TKOR not shown. MV has ball in maul close to touchline in
between W22 and W10m line.
Rips ball from MV and passes to RII
lw to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
lw to ruck, drives low into T9 after LD break, quick ruck ball
Supports DJ run, picks up ground ball and pops to CA
Takes pass from GJ, gets caught going forward, turns and slips ball
to BW, they drive forward then together
Uses CA as a shield driving forward together with BW in control
of ball, BW goes to ground over IIW line , quick ruck ball

1w to mini ruck, quick ball **
2w to mini ruck, quick ball **

Supports NJ on his feet in contact, rips the ball from him and feeds

RE
32.20 BWAV
32.21

CL

32.22 BW

32.24 GJ
32.28

SM

32.29 BW

Back at 4/7 (3+4). Catches cleanly and presents ball to CL who in
turn feeds BW running infield
In quickly on MV at lo, takes ball and passes to BW
Takes pass from CL after Wlo win, runs at T back rower, passing
to GJ just before contact
Takes pass from BW and runs at T10, steps outside him and drives
into T clef. with SG in support
Supports GJ drive in midfield taking a pop pass from SG,
maintains continuity well, driving forward and passing to BW
Supports SM on outside taking pass and feeding NJ in one

38.49 NT

movement
Scores 6th W TRY
On for SM
RA unable to take drop-kick cleanly, ball bouncing off hands held
up above elbows, knock on awarded - POSSESSION ERROR
Hit and up on CL's side lm. After ball in big W drive from short
steps and CL's side up ahead of cA. Ball comes back W side,
scrum turns more than 90
Hit and stay - solid and steady T scr.
Takes T20 around waist and down (-)
Collects loose kick through by T, throws long pass off left hand
right to CA
Takes long pass from MV, steps inside T20 challenge, drives into
T13 and T2, goes to ground
lw to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
Acts as scrunl half, picks up and throws long pass off left hand
right toward RA makes little attempt to catch/take pass
MV gets 1 hand to T throw back to 2/4. T clean and drive lo.
Takes T21 around waist and down (0)
Hit and dip after ball in, T's struggle to hold W drive and get quick
ball away
Gets one hand to T6 driving off back of Tscr, lets him go.
Hit and stay. After ball straight drive takes T scr back 5m
Hits T10 low and down coming back toward him, head on (+)
Steps up in W back line and takes T12 high and throws him down,
turning him on W side (+)
Double hit with CL on T6. Low around waist with left shoulder

38.49 CL

Double hit with NT on T6. High around waist and down (-)

32.35 Ow
34.20 SW
34.34 TKOR
34.56 TSCR

35.17 TSCR
35.47 SW

36.01 rv
36.04 CA

37.06 TLO
37.14 SW

37.26 TSCR
37.31

GJ

38.26 TSCR
38.35 GJ
38.42 CA

and dour (-)

39.20 rv

Low tackle around legs of T9 and down (-)
1w to ruck
2w to ruck
Drives into T3 with left shoulder, through and down (-)
Across quickly on T10 from quickly taken tap. pen, grabs hold and
drags him doun (-)
Takes T2 low around side of ruck drives him sideways and back
(0)

39.21 SW
39.25 GJ

39.25 RA

40.08 TSCR
40.14 GJ
41.22
41.55

SW

1w to ruck
Double hit with RA on T3 taking pop pass on charge. Left shoulder
tackle around waist, back and down (-)
Double hit with GJ on T3 taking pop pass on charge. Right
shoulder, high back and down. Blocks ball from going back on T
side
Hit and move T scr back slowly, CL's side up. After ball in T scr
moves back more quickly with CL side moving furthest up
Unable to get to T6 initially, chases back and helps NJ pull him

down but can't prevent pass being made
Up and putting pressure on T receivers from WKOR right to
forwards

END OF SECOND HALF

Kick Off and Restarts

First Half
00.04 VKO

RA picks up ball from Tongan dropped catch after short kick off
right from NJ and good initial pressure on catcher from NT. RA
drives forward and down placing ball.

2.10

TKOR

RA collects bouncing ball 5m inside W22 and 10m infield. Drives

4.44

TKOR

24.04 TKOR
37.49 TKOR

infield making 15m before being tackled to ground.
BW catches ball between W22 and W10m,10m infield. Stands
and sets up maul.
SM catches ball in air moving forward onto it, supported by CL.
NT calls and goes up for ball, taken out by T3

Second Half
0.00
8.59

TKO
TKOR

11.54 uroR
16.10

TKOR

20.37 TKOR
31.14 TKOR

RA misjudges flight of ball into 22m, PJ takes on bounce
NT jumps up with two hands high to catch ball, POSSESSION
ERROR, ball deflected through his hands, ref. awards knock on?
SM and MV put pressure on T5 after kor to the right side
NT catches ball cleanly close to W22, has time to pass to RA
MV catches ball close to touchline moving backwards, passes to
RA
Not shown. MV has ball in maul close to touchline between W22
and W10m line.

34.34 TKOR
41.22

VVKOR

RA unable to take drop-kick cleanly, ball bouncing off bands held
up above elbows, knock on awarded - POSSESSION ERROR
SW up and putting pressure on T receivers from NJ drop out right
to forwards

Lineouts

First Half
6.12

TLO

9.42

TLO

13.33

BW/SM

15.41

TLO

16.36

TLO

17.09 BW/SM

17.55 BWAV
20.04 TLO
21.45

TLO

25.59 BW/SM

29.16 BWOw
30.15

TLO

31.03

TLO

32.59 BW/SM

34.43 BWAV
38.40 BWOw
39.49 BW/SM
40.52 BW/SM
43.26 TLO

RA steps through TLO and catches poor tap from T5, drives
forward and down to the ground
Two handed catch back at 2/7. RA in on ball and drives lo forward
SM gets high jumping at 2/4 in TLO and takes T4's arm, ball
overshoots to RA standing at tail in scrum half position
Good lift on MV, at 2, who takes T5 right arm resulting in
deflection on T side, Tl collects loose ball
SM back at 2/4, BW throws too high, ball picked up by TI
MV forward at 4/7 (3+4), good throw, catch and delivery straight
from top of jump to PJ at 9
Not straight
Lift on MV at 4, looks to take T5 shoulder with left arm, ball taken
byT7
Forward at 2/4, catches and delivers at top of jump to PJ who has
T defenders with ball
Forward at 4/7 (3+4). Ball over shoots MV, too high? Taken by T7
at tail
No defence/jumping. T's drive forward after catch at 2. Penalty
conceded by SM/RA on wrong side of ruck
MV lifted up and across early at 4. Not straight.
Forward at 2/7 (3+4), two handed catch and hold. Ball secured by
RA.
Catches and delivers ball at top going back at 4/7 (3+4)
Back at 4/7 (3+4), throw too high for MV, taken behind by NT
Back at 2/7 (3+4). Catches and delivers ball to PJ from top of jump
Forward at 2/4. Catches cleanly and delivers ball to PJ in one
movement
Lift on SM at 2. T5 can only deflect, ball goes loose on ground

Second Half
0.54

TLO

3.13

TLO

5.03

BW/SM

7.15

BWAV

13.02 BW/SM
17.48 TLO

23.00 J27.43 TLO

28.47 BWAV
32.20 BWOw
37.06 Tho

No defence. TLO maul held then driven
4 man. Lift at 2 forward, ball tapped back T side by T5
Back at 2/7 (3+4). Catches ball cleanly, RA in on ball and drives lo
maul forward
Forward at 4/7 (3+4). Good height, catch and delivery straight to
PJ
Back at 2/7 (3+4). Takes the ball cleanly with two handed catch,
RA drives in on ball and takes lo maul forward
Lift on SM at 2. Lift on MV at 4. MV takes arms of T5, ball
deflected T side
Lo not shown, following maul would indicate ball won cleanly and
driven at 4 ? MV at head of maul.
MV thrown up and across into T5, disrupts his take, ball goes to
back of line where it is taken by NT
Straight up at 2/4. Catch and delivery straight to RII from top of
jump/lift, quick ball
Back at 4/7 (3+4). Catches cleanly and presents ball to CL who in
turn feeds BW running infield
MV gets 1 hand to T throw back to 2/4. T clean and drive lo.

Scrums

First Half
6.41

WSCR

7.47

TSCR

8.15

TSCR

12.22

TSCR

18.31

TSCR

18.49 TSCR
20.18 WSCR

21.19

WSCR

22.03 WSCR
28.19 TSCR

28.45 TSCR
31.22 WSCR

33.42 TSCR
39.17 TSCR

Although taking up a low position prior to engagement front row
goes back after hit mainly on SJ side. PJ gets scrum reset
Second hit is far better - SJ hits and stays, working in on hooker,
no back five follow up to hit. Scrum stays straight fro PJ pass
Hit not shown -SJ back opening up RA and SW to T10
SJ goes back after hit, T initiated ? Puts their back row closer to
following back line move
Good initial hit then scrum moves back on SJ side giving W back
row the advantage. CL up on loose head
Hit and up on CL's side, keeps going up on LH to 90, rescrum
Hit and stay staright. After ball in CL side works up to 1/4 wheel
Good picture of W front row crouching ready for the hit. T stand
up. On second hit W front row taken back and crab left. 3rd hit, SJ
angles in on T2, CL steps back after ball in tuning 1/4
Hit not shown, ball in, scrum straight and walking forward slowly
After hit SJ's side steps back lm. This increases after ball in to W
advantage with T back row away from W back line up
Hit and CL's side goes up lm. After ball in W walk Tongans
back.Scrum over 90
Hit and SJ side back. After ball in T walk up on SJ side
Good picture of hit and SJ moving back after ball in. Although
wheeled to W back line advantage scrunl unsteady as PJ goes to
pick up
Hit and stays square.
Hit and stays square. Little movement or dip on both sides after
ball in.

Second Half
6.39
9.27

WSCR
TSCR

13.30 TSCR
18.39 WSCR

24.47 WSCR
25.15

WSCR

Hit not shown - SJ's side up, opening up right channel
Front rows join from close upright position. CL goes down on one
knee as ball comes in, SJ steps back
Hit and stay, CL goes up 1-2m after ball in.
Hit not shown, scrum solid and straight, comes up slightly on CA
after ball in. NT in channel one.
Hit and up lm on CA side. Goes up more after ball in, NT picks up
and feeds RH, T 1 0 knock on attempting intercept
Hit and CA up, straight and steady. CA' s side moves up after ball
in.

28.27 TSCR
29.15

TSCR

34.56 TSCR

35.17 TSCR

37.26 TSCR
38.26 TSCR
40.08 TSCR

Hit and CA's side up slightly. Dip and surge after ball in, walked
forward and up further on thight head side.
Hit takes T SCR back 2m before ball in. Referee plays on. CL's
side up lm
Hit and up on CL's side lm. After ball in big W drive from short
steps and CL's side up ahead of CA. Ball comes back W side,
scrum turns more than 90
Hit and stay - solid and steady T scr.
Hit and dip after ball in, T's struggle to hold W drive and get quick
ball away
Hit and stay. After ball straight drive takes T scr back 5m
Hit and move T scr back slowly, CL's side up. After ball in T scr
moves back more quickly with CL side moving furthest up

1.

Christian Loader

Second Half
0.11

0.19

0.25
1.28

1.42
1.53
6.11

7.23
12.11

13.12

CL

4w to ruck
4w to ruck
2w to ruck
4w to ruck
Stands behind ruck
2w to ruck, steps and stays in low position
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
Unable to hold T14 as he steps back through CL's arms and
attempted tackle
Takes ball from SM, ball goes forward in contact with T
defenders, POSSESSION ERROR
5w to ruck
lw to ruck cleans out T defender

4w to ruck with rv
3w to ruck, with SM cleans out T2
2w to ruck
2w to ruck, straight to ground past the ball, penalty conceded
2w to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
Picks up CA ball placement, takes it on lm and down, places ball
lw to ruck with SM take out 3 T defenders**good e.g. of quick
mini ruck ball
Hits ruck at pace cleaning out T9, 1w to ruck
lw to ruck, drives low into T9 after LD break, quick ruck ball
In quickly on MV at lo, takes ball and passes to BW
2w to ruck
Double hit with NT on T6. High around waist and down (-)
Drives into T3 with left shoulder, through and down (-)

1.

Christian Loader

First Half

13.58

CL

14.20

CL

15.50

CL

16.38

CL

17.19

CL

18.06

CL

22.17

CL

24.27 CL
24.46 CL
26.04 CL
26.10 CL
26.25 CL
26.48 CL

27.20 CL

2J.2:I C:I
34.55 CL
35.06 CL
35.22 CL

5W to driving maul
4W to ruck
5W to ruck
4W to ruck - to left side
3W to ruck
Grapples T6 around waist (0) and brings him down
4W to ruck, bridges at base and scoops ball back to PJ
5W to ruck, clears to side
4W to ruck
No need to ruck, ball won by T's
Step up hit (+), around waist with RA forcing T3 down
Supports MV taking short pass, drives forward and dives into T4
knee area, going to ground early
3W to ruck, good body position over tackler
2W to ruck, low body position
3W to ruck
Drives into T1 (+) and holds him, standing tackle.
Supports NT making tackle on T1, high and down (+)

4W to maul/ruck, low straight body position
4w to ruck, low body position
lw to ruck, takes out T clef.
Hits Tl around shoulders and down (-)
3w to ruck
3w to ruck, picks up ball and feeds it to PJ
4w to ruck and collapse to floor
Takes ball from NT and passes to PJ
5w to ruck
2w to ruck
2w to ruck, helps NT lift and clear T clef.
3w to ruck, punches T6 who is holding onto ball
Supports PJ quickly taken tap pen. Drives in on ball setting up
maul close to T goal line.
1w to ruck
4w to ruck
lw to ruck, supporting NJ run after quickly taken tap pen.
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
lw to ruck
3w to ruck
lw to ruck after quickly taken tap pen. by NW
3w to ruck

2.

Barry williams

First Half
00.10 BW

2.22
2.39
4.44

BW
BW
BW

9.44
9.55

BW
BW

13.38

BW

13.57 BW
14.21 BW
16.02 BW

22.20 BW
24.08 BW

24.53 BW
26.05 BW

40.03 BW

Takes pass from PJ on blind side of maul, steps inside defender
and makes 5m before driving to ground.
2W to ruck
1 W to ruck, steps over
Receives TKOR, catching ball between W22 and W10m, Ion
infield. Stands and sets up maul.
2W to ruck backs in
Takes ball from MV and pushes it back to PJ. 2W to ruck
Takes ball from RA at back of maul and drives open, releasing ball
in contact, ball goes to floor
2W to ruck, goes to side, pulls at T defender
6W to ruck
Supports GT run taking gut pass, runs and passes to NJ as he is
tackled
Takes pass from NJ running inside channel, turns in contact and is
tackled to floor
First in on supports of SM and rips ball, drives forward and goes to

ground pushing ball back
Goes low on T4 at side of ruck (-)
Picks up ball at back of ruck and together with SJ drives infield
backing into opposition and down
Takes Tl high and throws him down (0) W side
3w to ruck, stands over and protects ball, gives to GJ
4w to ruck
Picks up ball and pops to SM driving forward
Feeds ball to PJ from lo maul
2w to maul
3w to ruck
Takes quick tap pen. close to T goal line and passes to SM.
Arrives slowly to ruck and takes a pass from PJ, standing still,
backs into opposition before passing to GJ
Takes pass from PJ steps inside tackler and drives into contact and

dour
41.16 BW

Takes pass from NJ, straightens line up, drives forward hits contact
turns and off passes to PJ
4w to ruck
Picks up loose ball and feeds to NJ
Picks up ball at back of ruck and feeds to PJ
Stands at back of ruck with ball, feeds back to NT
2w to ruck
Picks up ball at back of ruck and feeds PJ

Second Half
0.13

0.18

0.28
1.28
1.55

2.31

5.53

32.22 BW
32.29 BW

36.00 JH

Stands in at scrum half and feeds NJ
2w to ruck
Picks up ball at back of ruck and feeds PJ
3w to ruck
4w to ruck
Falls onto LD on floor with SM, concedes penalty
Gets back after T u/u and supports W counter attack taking a pass
from GW. Runs 15m upto hw and drives hard into big T hit,
manages ball well tuning and popping to GT
Stands at back of ruck, ball already won
5w to ruck
7w to ruck, 9 Welsh players grouped in 5m channel
Takes pop pass from PJ and drives into T defence turning his back
and going to ground 5m short of goal line
JH on for BW
Rips ball from MV and passes to RII
3w to ruck
Uses CA as a shield driving forward together with BW in control
of ball, BW goes to ground over HW line , quick ruck ball
Takes pass from CL after Wlo win, runs at T back rower, passing
to GJ just before contact
Supports SM on outside taking pass and feeding NJ in one
movement
Back on

3.

Spencer John

First Half
4W to driving maul with SM
5W to ruck - to right side
4W to ruck clears to side
Step in at base of ruck, 3W
4W to ruck, steps over ball
2W to T ruck
5W to ruck
Supports RA run, takes pass and drives forward, tackled to ground
3W to maul
In no position to defend on W side of T won ruck
Poor decision arriving at ruck, ball already won, support next
22.24
24.28
26.29

SJ
SJ
SJ

27.15

SJ

phase?
4w to ruck
5w to ruck
Takes pass from NJ running inside channel, POSSESSION
ERROR - drops ball in tackle
Takes pass from RA, drives forward and dips into contact, tunis
and gains ground before taking tackle
2w to ruck
4w to maul
5w to ruck, picks up ball and drives forward and down
lw to ruck
3w to ruck
2w to ruck, upright
2w to ruck
2w to ruck
2w to ruck
Picks up ball from MV placement, drives forward, pushes ball
back in tackle

3.

Spencer John

Second Half
0.12

0.19
1.28
1.41

1.55

6.12

7.26
13.48
13.59

16.00

Sub'd

5w to ruck
Picks up loose ball at back of ruck, gets tackled straight away
2w to ruck
lw to ruck
3w to ruck
Standsatback.of ruck,ballalreadywon
6w to ruck
6w to ruck
Runs onto pass from SM and breaks two tackles before driving
well into T22 and going to ground, 20m+ carry. Quick ruck ball
provided from dynamic run.
CA on for SJ

4.

Steve Moore

First Half
00.07 SM
00.14
2.15

SM
SM

2.21

SM

3W to driving maul with SJ
3W to ruck
4W to ruck
Supports a darting PJ run close to last ruck and shows good body
position stepping over tackled PJ. Pulls T tackler away from
ball.1W to ruck.

Supports and takes pass from GT, drives forward taking tackle
lw to ruck clears out T defender, falls to ground
lw to GW counter, lifts Tl off ball
Step up hit (+) into T1, high back and down
3W to ruck
No need to ruck, ball won by T's
Takes T2 side on around legs and down (-)
3W to ruck
Gets in the way of a pass from PJ meant for NJ, drops ball forward
-POSSESSION ERROR. Should he run deeper and drive off Nell
or communicate to Paul early.
Drives in behind SJ, 1W to ruck
2W to maul
3W to maul/ruck, low straight back body position
3w to ruck
3w to ruck, low body position
SM catches ball in air moving forward onto it, supported by CL.
4w to ruck, at speed and low body position
2w to ruck
2w to ruck
5w to ruck, collapses to floor
6w to ruck
lw to ruck, supporting NJ after run and tackle
Unable to take BW pass cleanly, loses ball forward POSSESSION ERROR
5w to maul
Feeds ball to NJ at scrum half after driving W maul
3w to ruck
Takes pass from BW, T penalised for offside.
4w to ruck
4w to ruck
3w to ruck

4.

Steve Moore

Second Half
3w to ruck
6w to ruck
4w to ruck
Drives low over ball
Falls onto LD on floor with BW, concedes penalty
Standing at side of T ruck, moves forward and takes T8 around
shoulders, back and down (+)
1 w to Ow ruck
4w to ruck
Takes pass from RA and passes to NJ
Takes ball back off RA and spins open off maul with CL
Takes pass from PJ after quickly taken W tap pen. Drives forward
and gives a good pass into space with SJ rurming onto it
2w to ruck, takes out T6 'seagul'
2w to ruck, with CL cleans out T2
3w to ruck, low and over the ball
3w to ruck
3w to ruck, straight to ground past the ball, penalty conceded
Grabs and holds T3, ahead of lo (+)
1w to ruck
lw to ruck, low body position, quick ruck ball
4w to ruck
lw to ruck with SM take out 3 T defenders**good e.g. of quick
mini ruck ball
2w to ruck, low and over ball
2w to mini ruck, quick ball **
Supports NJ on his feet in contact, rips the ball from him and feeds

0.11

1.29
1.41

1.49
2.31

5.36
6.18

7.24
9.38
13.11

13.58

RE
32.28

SM

34.20

Sub'd

Supports GJ drive in midfield taking a pop pass from SG,
maintains continuity well, driving forward and passing to BW
SW on for SM

5.

Mike voyle

First Half
2W to driving maul, takes out T defender

lw to ruck

12.35 rv

3W to ruck
3W to ruck
3W to ruck
2W to ruck, grabs T clef
1 W to ruck set up by GW run
3W to ruck
3W to ruck, drives T over top of ball
Supports SG run back to left channel, secures ball feeding back to
BW. 1W to ruck
Unable to take T8 head on turns and takes him around waist and

dour (-)

13.44 rv

42.15 rv
42.26 rv

Picks up loose ball runs sideways, takes tackle from T6, stands on
feet well and keeps ball away from tackler, passes to CL.
5W to ruck
Drives to side of SJ, 2W to ruck
1 st to maul
T8 brushes off side on tackle by MV (0)
Gets into a position ahead of LD midfield run and blocks T entry
to ruck
3w to ruck
6w to ruck
lw to ruck
2w to maul/ruck, high body position
2w to ruck, goes straight past ball
3w to ruck
lw to ruck, drives low over ball

lw to ruck
6w to maul
lw to ruck
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
Picks up placed ball, drives forward taking tackle and pushing ball
back W side
4w to ruck
Picks up placed ball drives forward and down 2m short of T goal
line, places ball

43.44 rv

4w to ruck

5.

Mike voyle

Second Half
0.10

0.25
1.27
1.41

1.53
6.11

7.23
12.13

13.46
14.17
16.18
16.31

16.36
18.04
18.15

36.01 rv

36.08 rv
39.20 rv

2w to ruck
1 w to ruck
lw to ruck
3w to ruck
lw to ruck, steps and stays in low position
3w to ruck
2w to side of ruck
lw to ruck
4w to ruck
3w to ruck with CL
3w to ruck
lw to ruck and well past without commiting defence
lw to ruck past and ahead of the ball
3w to ruck, high body position
Takes T9 high coming around side of ruck, around chest (-). T9
gives forward pass.
Catches TKOR close to touchline moving backwards, passes to RA
Takes pass back from RA drives over W22 and down in tackle
4w to ruck
3w to ruck, takes T defender ahead of ball
2w to ruck, gets ahead of ball cleans out T defender
3w to ruck, low and over ball
TKOR not shown. MV has ball in maul close to touchline in
between W22 and W10m line.
Collects loose kick through by T, throws long pass off left hand
right to CA
3w to ruck
Takes T2 low around side of ruck drives him sideways and back
(0)

6.

Rob Appleyard

First Half
00.04 RA

00.15 RA

2.10

RA

2.40
4.46

RA
RA

Picks up ball from Tongan dropped catch after short kick off right
from NJ and good initial pressure on catcher from NT. RA drives
forward and down placing ball.
Picks up ball at back of BW ruck, drives forward and takes big
tackle.
Collects bouncing ball 5m inside W22 and 10m infield after
TKOR. Drives infield making 15m before being tackled to ground.

2W to ruck, cleans out lT
Spins off maul with ball driving infield and gets good pass away in
contact to GJ
3W to ruck
Assertive step up body hit (+) on T9 to ground
Hits up into T6 chest and ball knocking him back and down (+).
Falls over the player and concedes penalty for being on wrong side
2W to ruck
Takes big step over tackier lw to ruck, then gets driven back -too
high
Steps through TLO and catches poor tap from T5, drives forward

and dour to the ground
5W to ruck
Step up hit (+), high on T3 with CL
In on ball and drives lo maul forward, slips to BW.
1W to ruck
3W to ruck
Takes TLO ball at tail of 4 man lo, catches and runs around T9
gaining 15m before dipping and bumping T14 onto floor, turns and
passes to SJ
Misses T8 who drives through short arm tackle (-)
1W to ruck stands over and fishes for ball

2W to maul, hits T9 at pace with shoulder, moves maul forward

and dour
20.47 RA
22.17 RA

24.27 RA
26.15 RA

26.54 RA
27.15 RA
27.18 RA

27.28 RA

lw to ruck, steps and stays over NT
( 1w)Arrives together with GJ bound and drive over LD
2w to ruck, gets ahead of ball
Takes pass from NJ, running inside channel at pace. Drives into
T22 and takes tackle, quick ball for PJ
1 w to tackled LD after run, goes straight past ball
Takes pass from NJ after WQTP, passes to SJ
2w to ruck
Picks up ball, drives forward, fending Tl with left arm and
popping to PJ with right

33.01 RA
33.57 RA
34.59 RA

Secures lo ball won at 2 by SM

lw to T ruck
Takes pass from NJ, drives back toward ruck into contact and

doun
35.23 RA
35.48 RA
36.16 RA

38.54 RA

40.08 RA
40.57 RA
41.48 RA
42.18 RA

lw to maul
Takes pass from NJ static, goes forward into tackle and down
Takes pass from PJ and drives for T goal line, gets tackled 2m
short, places ball back, quick ruck ball
lw to ruck, SG drive, gets knocked over trying to pick up and
secure ball
1 w to ruck, upright
Takes pass from SG and drives into contact in midfield with GJ on
his shoulder. Goes to ground
Takes pass from NJ and Tl tackler at same time, goes to ground
Takes pop pass at speed from PJ, drives forward into contact and

dour.
6.

Rob Appleyard

Second Half
0.00
0.10
1.25
1.41

1.50

3.21

RA

5.08

RA

9.35
9.37

RA
RA

9.37

RA

16.34

RA

RA misjudges flight of ball into 22m, PJ takes on bounce
lw to ruck
Picks up ball, drives forward and down
2w to ruck
Takes pass from PJ, dummies inside and drives forward 8m going
to ground
Does well to come in from T side (no ruck) and pushes T5 forcing
him to knock on
Emerges from driving lo maul, carries 10m and is hauled down
over half way line
Tackles T8 low around legs going back (-).
Quickly up off the floor from tackle, picks up ball after T knock on
and passes to SM
Quickly up off the floor from tackle, picks up ball after T knock on
and passes to SM
Picks up ball and feeds PJ
Rips ball from SM at front of lo and carries ball forward
2w to ruck
lw to NJ ruck,low and cleans out well
Takes pass from NT and carries ball up into T forwards, goes to

ground
Takes pass from NJ running inside channel at speed, collides into
contact and over the gain line

16.48 RA
18.44 RA
20.38 RA

20.42 RA
25.23 RA

25.39 RA
25.58 RA

27.46 RA
28.56 RA
31.23

RA

39.25 RA

Takes pass rurming outside NJ, protects ball and dips into T12
bumping him back, turns and passes to RII running at speed.
3w to ruck,
Takes pass from MV on W22 5m infield, checks and passes back
to MV on a loop run
3w to ruck, middle
Picks up ball after NT run and drives forward, gains 5m, goes to
floor and presents ball
lw to GT ruck
Takes long pass from RII in 10 berth, T defence up, stops and runs
back to blind side, gives pass to CA
Picks up ball after NT lo take, drives forward 8m and down
placing ball, quick ruck ball, two to clean out **
Knocks ball forward trying to pick a NT push back from the floor,
POSSESSION EREOR
2w to ruck
Double hit with GJ on T3 (-) taking pop pass on charge. Right
shoulder, high back and down. Blocks ball from going back
on T.side

7.

Gwyn Jones

First Half
00.05 GJ

1 W to ball binds onto RA

2.14

GJ

2.23

GJ

4.48

GJ

2W to ruck
Picks up ball at back of w ruck.Drives, fums and goes to ground.
T offend.
Takes pass from GJ and backs into T tackier, goes to ground,

8.24

GJ

10.02

GJ

12.29

GJ

13.49
14.04

GJ
GJ

14.19

GJ

shields ball
Hits T6 low, side on and down (-) following T backline attack
dour W right charmel
Supports break and secures ball from LD when he is tackled.
Taken to ground by T defender. 1W to ruck
Holds onto T12 jersey, follows in from behind sliding down round
legs (-)

17.27 GJ
18.02 GJ

33.50 GJ
34.52 GJ
35.11

GJ

35.37 GJ

36.19

GJ

2W to ruck
1 W to T ruck
Supports GW in tackle after counter coming in from T side. 1W to
ruck, stands over ball
Hits T7 low around waist (+) and down, ahead of gain line
Supports SG drive in midfield on his inside shoulder, takes gut
pass and drives on before being tackled
2w to ruck
Goes low around T7's legs from behind and takes him down (-)
( 1 w)Arrives together with RA bound and drive over LD
2w to ruck
Picks up loose ground ball quickly and feeds PJ
3w to ruck
Goes low around T7's legs and brings him down (-)
1w to LD at maul, drives in with low body position
Takes ball from BW and passes topJ
lw to ruck
Wraps up T7 and goes to ground with him (-). Penalised for being
on wrong side of ruck not getting away.
1w to T ruck
Supports GT out wide, taking inside pass drives sideways then
forward going to ground in tackle
Takes pass from PJ following quickly taken tap pen. Drives
forward into contact and down. T not 10m from tap
Takes pass from NJ and T14 prevents GJ getting his pass away,
ball goes to ground. GJ gets back and falls on ball securing
possession
Picks up ball at back of ruck and dive passes to LD

39.00 GJ

40.58 GJ
43.41 GJ

Goes iuto support BW, takes pass and backs into opposition, loses
ball forward in contact, POSSESSION ERROR
Supports SG run on inside shoulder taking pass and driving
forward 1 0m before going to ground
lw to ruck
lw to ruck, secures ball after SG drive close to T goal line

Second Half -

7.

0.12

No need, stands at side of ruck, one hand on
1 w to ruck
lw to NW ruck, steps over player and protects ball
First in support to LD, rips ball side steps and drives forward and

39.57 GJ

0.18

1.24
1.36

Gwyn Jones

doun
1.57

GJ

6.07
7.20

GJ
GJ

13.45

GJ

14.16

GJ

16.17

GJ

16.40 GJ

23.09 GJ
25.45
26.13
28.01
29.23

GJ
GJ
GJ
GJ

31.41

GJ

32.24 GJ
37.31 GJ
38.35 GJ
38.56 GJ
39.25 GJ

40.14

GJ

Takes pass from NJ rurming inside charmel, makes 2m before
being tackled to ground - T over top
First in support on the ball to LD, protects and goes to ground
Supports SG run on inside shoulder taking pass goes forward and
takes tackle
lw to GW counter and ruck
2w to ruck, low and cleans out well
lw to ruck, good body position over ball
Takes pass from NJ running inside charmel, makes 8m before
being tackled on halfway line. Presents ball back after tackle.
First to SG run, cleans out T tackler, 1w to ruck, quick ruck ball
2w to ruck, left side
Supports RII run close to ruck, takes pass, drives forward and
passes to CA prior to contact
Takes ball at back of maul, drives forward, gets isolated, goes to
ground, slow ruck ball
1 w to NJ ruck
lw in support of SG charge, stands over and secures ball
First to NW, secures ball on floor and pops to RII
Gets down on loose ball in mid field after T12's pass goes loose.
Sets up ruck after scrabbling forward 2m.
Supports DJ run, picks up ground ball and pops to CA
Takes pass from BW and runs at T10, steps outside him and drives
into T clef. with SG in support
Gets one hand to T6 driving off back of Tscr, lets him go.
Hits T10 low and down coming back toward him, head on (+)
Low tackle around legs of T9 and down (-)
Double hit with RA on T3 taking pop pass on charge. Left shoulder
tackle around waist, back and down (-)
Unable to get to T6 initially, chases back and helps NJ pull him
down but can't prevent pass being made

8.

Nathan Thomas

First half
00.13
2.14

NT
NT

2.42

NT

2W to ruck
1 W to ruck
Takes pass from NJ rurming at speed and straightens the line receives high tackle from T clef. does well to keep hold of the ball Wpen
2W to ruck
2W to ruck

lw to ruck
Supports GT step up tackle on T10 driving into ruck lw
lw to ruck, pulls T away
Drives in and supports GJ, 2W to ruck
Hits T12 high around shoulders (-), tries to force him W side
lw to ruck, gets taken out by T4 and T5
Hits through T3 (-) putting him down and on W side
Supports LD drive,1W to ruck, bridges on and over W13
4W to ruck
Steps up into Tl after T ruck. Hits him side on and down (+)
1W to GJ standing, goes into T clef. at side of maul
Picks up and drives forward from abck of scrum, hits low and
down 7m over the gain line
lw to ruck
Chasing tackle across field and from behind on T 11, grabs jersey
and slides in bringing player down (-)
1w to ruck
3w to ruck, low body position
Supports GW counter, pushes T13 out of way and secures ground
ball, popping to CL
3w to ruck
2w to T ruck
2w to T ruck
Supports SG tackle, taking T2 around shoulders and down (+).
1w to ruck, lifts and clears T clef.
3w to maul
2w to ruck, superb low position into contact
2w to ruck
Catches lo throw, drives forward and down.
1w to ruck
2w to ruck
5w to ruck
1 w to ruck
Takes ball from BW - T offside

43.29 NT

Dives and secures ground ball

Second Half -

8.

0.18

3w to ruck
5w to ruck
Clears out T9 standing over NJ, 1w to ruck
Takes T21 high and head on, brings him down (-)
Takes T5 high around shoulders and down (0)

1.28

1.47
3.19

5.32

Nathan Thomas

6.18

2w to Ow ruck

6.40
7.22
8.59

Picks up, runs and draws T6, passes to PJ
1 w to ruck
Jumps up with two hands high to catch TKOR, POSSESSION
ERROR, ball deflected through his hands, ref. awards knock on?
Tackles T6 without the ball, who is running in support of T8, low
around legs going back (-)
Grabs hold of T14 and drags him to floor (-), rips ball clear on W

9.35

NT

12.12

NT

side creating tunover
3w to ruck

18.04 NT

25.40
25.46
26.15

27.44
28.55

lw to ruck, drives in low over ball
Unable to take pass from NJ rurming inside charmel, hits his
2w to ruck, low and over ball
lw to NW ruck, dives on top of player, gets pushed past the ball,
penalty conceded
Moves up on T10 who steps inside Nathan. NT turns and gets hold
of his jersey, T10 goes to ground (+)
1w to ruck, drives in low
2w to ruck, good low body position, quick ruck ball
Picks up placed ball, drives low and down, quick ruck ball
NT picks up and feeds RH, T10 knock on attempting intercept
Picks up from scrum dummies to RII and drives forward, getting
over gainline takes tackle and goes to ground
2w to ruck
3w to ruck
2w to ruck, goes low onto tackled player, penalty conceded
Catches Tlo ball meant for T5, backs into opposition and down
Takes pass from LD in midfield, drives through first tackle then

goes to ground. Pushes ball back for RA who knocks on
POSSESSION EREOR
lw to ruck
lw to mini ruck, quick ball **
Double hit with CL on T6. Low around waist with left shoulder

and dour (-)
39.17 NT

Across quickly on T10 from quickly taken tap. pen, grabs hold and
drags him doun (-)

20.

ChrisAnthony

Second Half
CA on for SJ
2w to ruck
lw to ruck
lw to ruck, right side
Takes pass from GJ, twist and turns in contact going to floor,
presents ball back
2w to NJ ruck
Takes pass from RA, breaks first tackle, drives forward and down,
places ball
28.01

CA

2!92!9 CA

31.42

CA

36.04 CA
38.42 CA

3w to ruck
Good decision making after last scrum - holds his ground and is in
a position to support attack wide. Gets outside GT who straightens
into contact, takes pass and drives 8m to line and scores W 5th try.
Does well to fend off cover tackler and stay infield when going
over the line.
Takes pass from GJ, gets caught going forward, turns and slips ball
to BW, they drive forward then together
Takes long pass from MV, steps inside T20 challenge, drives into
T13 and T2, goes to ground
Steps up in W back line and takes T12 high and throws him down,
turning him on W side (+)

21.

JonathanHumphries

Second Half
16.00

Subs

16.18

JH

16.27 JH
16.45 JH
17.57 JH

36.14 JH

38.58 JH

JH on for BW
4w to ruck
Picks up ball placed by RH, drives forward, is tackled gets up and
drives again
4w to ruck
Hits T7 high coming around side of maul, then grabs his leg and
pulls him dour (-)
Helps RII put T14 down ahead of gainline (+)
4w to ruck, steps on tackier and over
3w to ruck
Picks up ball from RA place and drives on 3-4m taking tackle
Takes pass from RII tuning inside, drives forward taking tackle,
pushes ball back away from body
Acts as scrum half, picks up and throws long pass off left hand
right toward RA makes little attempt to catch/take pass
2w to ruck

19.

Steve williams

Second Half
On for SM
Takes T20 around waist and down (-)
1w to ruck
Takes T21 around waist and down (0)
1w to ruck

lw to ruck
Up and putting pressure on T receivers from WKOR right to
forwards

